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Free Gift #1

“No state shall make or enforce any law which 
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of 
citizens of the United States; nor shall any state 
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law, nor deny to any 
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection 
of the laws.”

(One of the greatest rights ever given to a 
people – From the 14th Amendment of the 
Constitution of the United States of America, 
1868)

Suppose you discovered that a whopping 
475,905 people in the U.S. alone die needlessly 
every year, in a manner so sinister it could be 
classified as criminal deception.1

You’d call that mass murder if it were 
intentional, right? 

Such is the story surrounding Laetrile, one 
of the most popular and effective alternative 
cancer treatments – also known as purified B17, 
Amygdalin, or nitrilosides. 

The FDA has effectively shut down the 
purchase of Laetrile in the U.S. – even though 
it’s a perfectly safe and natural supplement that 
could save many or most those 475,905 lives per 
year. 

1  Based on 85% of the American Cancer Society’s total 
(American) cancer deaths in 2006 of 559,888. The 85% repre-
sents the percentage of lives saved with Laetrile combined with 
a strong dietary approach to cancer in Dr. Binzel’s practice, 
discussed in this article. 

Rediscovered After 3,400 Years

Oral traditions from ancient China suggest 
that doctors used a highly concentrated substance 
from the pits of apricots and other fruits 3,500 
years ago to treat tumors. It was first documented 
in writing 2,000 years ago.

Laetrile exists in large amounts in apricot 
kernels, comprising 2-3% of the kernel. It’s also 
found in the kernels of many other fruits, and a 
host of other foods such as:

Plums•	

Cherry seeds•	

Peach kernels•	

Nectarines•	

Apple seeds•	

Lima beans•	

Chick peas•	

Elderberry wine•	

Bean sprouts•	

Millet sprouts•	

Sorghum molasses•	

All members of the raspberry family•	

Macadamia nuts•	

Bamboo sprouts•	

Cashews•	

By Lee Euler

Nature’s Cancer Miracle 
Found in More than 1,200 Foods
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neutralizes the cyanide molecule in Laetrile 
on contact. In contrast, cancer cells have no 
rhodanase. Instead, they have another enzyme, 
beta-glucosidase that specifically releases the 
cyanide, which in turn poisons the cancer cells.

So only cancer cells possess this key that 
unlocks the cyanide – a process known as 
selective toxicity. 

Those Who Do NOT Get Cancer…

G. Edward Griffin, who wrote the excellent 
book World Without Cancer3, indicates that the 
cultures around the world that eat the most B17 
in their diets are the same groups that can boast 
an extremely low incidence of cancer. 

Take, for example, the “Hunzakuts” or “Hunza” 
people of the Himalayas. They have a reputation 
for being one of the longest-lived people in the 
world, often living from 100 to 120 years – with 
great health and vitality. They didn’t know cancer 
before being introduced to modern civilization. 

While it would be a mistake to attribute their 
healthy lifestyle to just one thing, the fact is that 
their diet has been historically high in vitamin 
B17 – possibly the highest in the world – because 
apricot trees are their main crop. The wealth of a 
Hunzakut man is measured by how many apricot 
trees he owns. And dried apricot seeds contain 
one of the highest sources of B17 on earth. It is 
not uncommon for a Hunzakut to eat 30 to 50 
apricot seeds per day as a snack. 

Eskimos have also traditionally been free from 
cancer. You would correctly assume their diet to 
be very poor in fresh veggies, fruit, and seeds. But 
grasses are typically good sources of B17, which 
the Eskimos receive through eating caribou, 
reindeer, and other grazing animals. 

Both the Hunzas and Eskimos succumbed to 
cancer once they adopted Western eating habits. 
Both groups were extensively studied early in the 
3  G. Edward Griffin. World Without Cancer: The Story of 
Vitamin B17, revised edition. Westlake Village, California: 
American Media, 1997.

Buckwheat•	

Blueberries•	

Blackberries•	

Strawberries•	

All fruit seeds contain healthy organic cyanide 
– not “inorganic” cyanide, which is deadly. More 
on that in a moment…

The primitive diet was very rich in nitrilosides, 
because people ate the entire fruit or grain kernel, 
including the seeds, which contained as much as 
2% or more nitrilosides. Today it’s typical to eat 
only the flesh and discard everything else.

Nitriloside was “rediscovered” in 1920 by 
California physician Ernest Krebs. His son Dr. 
Ernest Krebs, Jr., named it “Laetrile” in 1952 after 
they discovered a connection between cancer and 
nutritional deficiency. 

Their studies showed that a sufficient intake of 
Laetrile (or hydrocyanic acid in its natural form) 
was selectively toxic to cancer cells. 

In the early 70s, Loyola University biologist 
Dr. Harold Manner ran a study on mice using a 
combination of enzymes, vitamin A and Laetrile. 
As reported in his book, Death of Cancer2, 

“After 6-8 days, an ulceration appeared at the 
tumor site. Within the ulceration was a pus-like 
fluid. An examination of this fluid revealed dead 
malignant cells. The tumor gradually underwent 
complete regression in 75 of the experimental 
animals. This represented 89.3% of the total group.” 

Vitamin B17 is one “smart” vitamin! 

On a molecular level, it has four units – 2 units 
of glucose, 1 unit of benzaldehyde, and 1 unit of 
cyanide. The cyanide unit is “locked” together 
with the other three units so it cannot be released 
on its own. 

When B17 comes into contact with normal 
cells, a protective enzyme called rhodanase 
2  Harold Manner, Death of Cancer, 1979.
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At the conclusion of the trials, on June 15, 
1977, the MSKCC released a press statement. 
Over 100 reporters and half a dozen film crews 
from leading TV stations were assembled to hear 
the long-awaited official verdict on Laetrile from 
the world’s most prestigious cancer research 
center. 

Physicians with impeccable credentials shared 
the platform. Dr. Robert Good began to speak, 
condemning Laetrile and its use. He then passed 
the microphone to Dr. Stock, who had previously 
praised Sugiura’s work. Stock droned on about 
the finer details of the testing... until it became 
evident to all that Dr. Sugiura was not to be given 
an opportunity to speak.

Suddenly a journalist shouted from the crowd, 
“Dr. Kenamatsu Sugiura, do you stick by your 
belief that Laetrile stops the spread of cancer?”

He replied, “I stick.”

Dr. Sugiura said, 

“The most interesting part is metastases, 
secondary cancer growth to another location. 
When this mammary tumor grows to about two 
centimeters in diameter or more, about 80% 
develop lung metastases. But with treatment with 
Laetrile/Amygdalin, it’s cut down to about 20%.”

Deliberately Designed to Fail…

The medical authorities didn’t like it and 
determined to prove Sugiura wrong. His data had 
to be buried.

But other researchers had also obtained 
the same positive results. Dr. Lloyd Schloen, 
a biochemist at Sloan-Kettering, had included 
proteolytic enzymes in his injections and 
reported a 100% cure rate among albino mice. 

So what was Sloan-Kettering’s plan? Change 
the testing protocols and Laetrile amounts to 
ensure failure. Little surprise then that they 
failed… and that’s what they reported. 

Dr. Sugiura refused to roll over and play dead. 

20th century and found to have a low incidence 
of diseases found in “advanced” societies. Most 
experts believe diet was the reason.

Today’s standard American diet is weak in 
B17-rich fresh fruits and veggies, nuts and seeds. 
In addition, most meat comes from grain-fed 
animals, instead of the more nutritionally sound 
grass-fed animals.

If Laetrile is selectively toxic to cancer cells, 
and prevalent in the diets of cultures with almost 
no cancer incidence, why don’t people know 
about it?

Research, Cure and Cover-Up…

Most people have never heard about Laetrile 
because of the massive cover-up by the FDA and 
pharmaceutical industry. 

Regardless, there have been many tests on 
Laetrile over the past 30 to 40 years, including 
a major 5-year study at the prestigious cancer 
research department of Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) in New York. 

In 1972, MSKCC asked its senior cancer 
researcher Dr. Kanematsu Sugiura – with more 
than 60 years experience in cancer research – to 
conduct tests over a five-year period from 1972-
1977. He’d been with Sloan-Kettering since 1917.

Dr. Sugiura’s work was trusted and his honesty 
was beyond dispute. He had published hundreds 
of research papers. The head of Sloan-Kettering’s 
lab-testing division even wrote: 

“Few if any names in cancer research are as 
widely known as Kanematsu Sugiura’s.... Possibly 
the highest regard in which his work is held is best 
characterized by a comment made to me by a 
visiting investigator in cancer research from Russia. 
He said, ‘When Sugiura publishes, we know we do 
not have to repeat the study, for we would obtain 
the same results he has reported’.”

Dr. Sugiura found Laetrile to be highly effective 
against cancers of all types. 
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Tests revealed dramatic survival rates

After 18 years, Dr. Binzel analyzed the success 
of his treatments. He separated his patients into 
primary cancer and metastatic cancer groups… 
and then compared their outcomes to the 
American Cancer Society’s outcomes. 

 The primary cancer group had 180 patients 
with 30 types of cancer. After 18 years, 87.3 
percent of these did NOT die of their cancer. 
Even assuming that the seven patients who died 
of unknown causes may have died from cancer, 
he still showed an amazing 83.3% long-term 
recovery rate!4

At the same time, the American Cancer 
Society (ACS) officially claimed that with 
conventional treatment including early detection 
and treatment for cancers that had not yet 
metastasized, “…85% of the patients WILL die 
from their disease within 5 years.”5

I think I’d bet on Dr. Binzel’s odds, not those of 
the ACS!

In his group of metastasized cancer patients, 
after 18 years 70.4% did not die, reduced to a 
(still) whopping 62.1% when he conceded those 
who died of unknown causes.

Binzel’s results are incredible when compared 
to ACS statistics, which show that only one 
person in every thousand with metastasized 
cancer (0.1%)will survive five years if treated 
with conventional means.6

This is true reason to hope…

4  Dr. Philip E. Binzel. Alive and Well: One Doctor’s Experience 
with Nutrition in the Treatment of Cancer Patients. Westlake Vil-
lage, California: American Media, 1994. p. 111. 

5  Dr. Philip E. Binzel. Alive and Well: One Doctor’s Experience 
with Nutrition in the Treatment of Cancer Patients. Westlake Vil-
lage, California: American Media, 1994. p. 111. 

6  Dr. Philip E. Binzel. Alive and Well: One Doctor’s Experience 
with Nutrition in the Treatment of Cancer Patients. Westlake Vil-
lage, California: American Media, 1994. p. 113. 

“I see what I see!” he declared. He was 
hounded for doing so. 

Dr. Ralph Moss, head of public relations at 
Sloan-Kettering at the time, protested the cover-
up. He blew the whistle on the lies told by Sloan-
Kettering about the Laetrile trials. He was fired 
the next day for “failing to carry out my most 
basic job responsibility, which means to lie when 
your boss tells you to”. 

Later, minutes of a meeting of top MSKCC 
officials obtained via the Freedom of Information 
Act revealed that Sloan-Kettering officials knew 
the effectiveness of Amygdalin was obvious. 

The minutes read, “...Sloan-Kettering is not 
enthusiastic about studying Amygdalin but would 
like to study cyanide releasing drugs.”

Sloan-Kettering wanted a man-made 
patentable chemical to mimic the qualities 
found in Amygdalin. That’s where the money is. 

If a very effective cancer treatment or cure 
were found in the lowly apricot seed, it would 
spell economic disaster for the cancer industry.

Laetrile has also been studied and used around 
the world. Hans Nieper, M.D. (Germany), 
Ernesto Contreras, M.D. (Mexico), and Manuel 
Navarro, M.D. (Philippines) were three early 
practitioners and researchers of Laetrile. All three 
achieved outstanding results. 

When Philip E. Binzel, Jr., M.D., learned 
of their work, he was so impressed he began 
practicing nutritional therapy with his own 
cancer patients. After 20 years of Laetrile 
treatments, he wrote a book about his 
experiences. 

It should be noted that Laetrile was never 
meant to be a stand-alone cancer treatment like 
a drug… but to be used in combination with 
supplements, diet and enzymes. 

Dr. Binzel’s book Alive and Well documents 
numerous stories of those who went on to survive 
and thrive after Laetrile treatments, and many 
of the stories can also be read at http://www.
cancure.org/cancer_victors.htm.

http://www.cancure.org/cancer_victors.htm
http://www.cancure.org/cancer_victors.htm
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Many clinics in Mexico offer Laetrile or B17, 
often stated on their websites. As always, check 
on the credibility of the doctor or clinic, and try 
to speak with other patients before committing to 
a regimen. Cancer Defeated publishes a consumer 
guide to the Mexican alternative cancer clinics 
called Adios, Cancer. 

If you want to take “home-style” Laetrile by 
mouth, you can still purchase apricot seeds on 
the Internet, but it’s becoming more difficult. 
Anyway, my sources indicate that eating the seeds 
is effective as a preventive but less so if you’ve 
got cancer. Intravenous (IV) Laetrile is the most 
powerful delivery method if you’ve got cancer. 

What’s more, Laetrile is intended to be part 
of a complete protocol of diet, enzymes, exercise 
and supplements. You should use Laetrile ONLY 
under the supervision of a medical professional. 

For example, zinc is required for Laetrile to do 
its job. Ditto for vitamin C. Vitamin A interferes 
with Laetrile. A build-up of vitamins, enzymes 
and proper diet is necessary before starting 
Laetrile. A full stomach weakens the effect of 
Laetrile. Et cetera. 

It’s not a do-it-yourself option. Find a good 
clinic. 

Also, Laetrile stands for laevo-rotatory 
mandelonitrile beta-diglucoside. The “laevo” 
part references a purified form of B17 that 
turns polarized light in a left-turning direction. 
Dr. Ralph Moss states that the form of Laetrile 
patented by the Krebs, father and son, was 
purified to contain only this left-turning (laevo) 
form. Apparently Dr. Krebs, Jr., believed that 
only the left-turning form was effective against 
cancer. So it’s wise to check the purity of your 
practitioner’s Laetrile.

 Robert Atkins, M.D., the “Diet Revolution” 
guru, said, “Amygdalin appears to neutralize the 
oxidative cancer-promoting compounds such as 
free radicals… It’s just one more key component 
keeping cancer from growing or spreading. 
Contrary to what people have said about Laetrile… 

The Two Fronts of the  
Disinformation Campaign

Detractors claim that Laetrile is: (1) Too toxic 
because it contains cyanide, and (2) Not effective 
in treating cancer. 

The “toxic” argument is dubious. You ingest 
it every time you eat lima beans, bean sprouts, 
most seeds and nuts, berries, millet and more. 
And some of the healthiest people on earth eat 
diets high in Laetrile. What’s more, vitamin B12 – 
which is sold as a supplement – also contains the 
same type of cyanide molecule as B17. 

The story above about the Sloan-Kettering 
research casts plenty of doubt on the idea Laetrile 
is “ineffective.” Ralph Moss, the main source for 
what happened there, is a pillar of integrity, and 
he’s not a wide-eyed worshipper at the altar of 
alternative treatments. He’s much more insistent 
on good scientific evidence than most people 
who write about the subject.

Further, Griffin reports in his book World 
Without Cancer about studies at the Mayo 
Clinic that, like those at Sloan-Kettering, were 
deliberately designed to fail and not conducted 
according to protocol. If the Moss and Griffin 
accounts are true (and I think they are) these 
experiments were designed so the results would 
“prove” Laetrile is ineffective. 

How to Get Started with Laetrile…

Due to the suppression of Laetrile treatments, 
you can’t just walk into a doctor’s office and get 
treated in America. Physicians have been shut 
down and hauled to jail for prescribing Laetrile. 

So Laetrile has been pushed out of the U.S. 
and into Mexico. Some U.S. docs may still give 
Laetrile by IV (intravenously), but they probably 
won’t publicize it. 

If you want to receive treatment in the States, 
the only option is to ask around at various 
alternative cancer treatment clinics to find out 
who offers it.
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it should be considered an effective, entirely safe 
treatment for all types of cancer.” 

Additional Sources:

The Cancer Syndrome, Ralph W. Moss

Cancer Therapy: The Independent Consumer’s Guide, Ralph 
W. Moss

World Without Cancer: The Story of Vitamin B17, G. 
Edward Griffin

Death of Cancer, Harold Manner

Alive and Well: One Doctor’s Experience with Nutrition in 
the Treatment of Cancer Patients, Philip E. Minzel, Jr.

Laetrile Control for Cancer, Glenn D. Kittler

Politics, Science and Cancer: The Laetrile Phenomenon, 
Gerald E. Markle

Vitamin B17 – Forbidden Weapon Against Cancer: The 
Fight for Laetrile, Michael L. Culbert

Too Young to Die: Dramatic Use of Laetrile to Conquer 
Terminal Cancer, Rick Hill

The Cancer Industry, Ralph W. Moss
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By Lee Euler

Free Gift #2

Make Yourself 99.4% Cancer-Proof 
with One Food

T he next time you smother that baked potato 
with a big pile of freshly sautéed mushrooms, 
you’ll have more to appreciate than a happy 
palate.

Mushrooms are one of the most potent 
immunity boosters on the planet. They also lower 
cholesterol, help with weight loss, and improve 
diabetes.

Their medicinal properties have been the 
subject of countless studies. The benefits have 
been thoroughly researched and documented. 
But it’s their cancer fighting properties that 
garner the most attention, and why their healing 
properties are appreciated all around the world.

In addition to being incredibly nutritious – 
packed with proteins, fatty acids and vitamins – 
some well known mushrooms like shiitake have 
chemicals that stimulate your body’s immune 
system to target and attack cancer cells.

Studies have shown shiitake extract prevents 
tumors from taking hold, and lowers the rate of 
cancer recurrence

There are numerous mushroom species with 
powerful cancer fighting properties, but the most 
impressive results seem to occur with formulas 
containing extracts from more than one species.

More than 700 hospitals and medical clinics 
in Japan use a multi-mushroom formula known 
as AHCC. Another potent combo is RM-10 
Ultra. It has 10 different mushroom extracts as 
well as other cancer fighting components such as 
vitamin B-12, calcium and selenium.

Exciting mushroom discovery  
beats chemotherapy

Among individual mushrooms (as 
distinguished from multi-mushroom formulas), 
one in particular has caused quite a stir. Scientists 
discovered Agaricus Blazei Murill, or the ABM 
mushroom, while investigating why natives in 
Sao Paolo, Brazil, enjoy long lifetimes.

 Most mushrooms are only effective against 
solid cancers (tumors), but ABM helps wipe 
out Ehrlich’s ascites carcinoma, sigmoid colonic 
cancer, ovarian cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, 
and liver cancer as well as solid cancers.

In fact, the studies in Japan show ABM to be 
80% more effective than the world’s number one 
cancer drug, PSK. 

In Japan, an injectable form of ABM was 
found to eliminate all cancerous tumors in 90% 
of experimental mice. Additionally, when given 
ABM as a preventative and then injected with 
a very powerful cancer causing agent (Sarcoma 
180), 99.4% of them showed no tumor growth. 

Conventional medicine doesn’t have a 
preventative anywhere near that powerful.

If you happen to find a doctor who will 
administer the substance by injection, I 
recommend you ask him to monitor your liver 
function. There have been some reports of 
adverse side effects on the livers of a few patients. 
Hard to say whether the ABM extract was to 
blame, but caution is a good idea.
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not to take his top beta glucan recommendation.

One advantage to the mushroom extracts is 
that they contain other cancer fighting substances 
besides beta glucans. I’m not advocating one or 
the other – I don’t treat cancer patients, I just 
read up on this stuff and let you know what I’ve 
found. Bill, on the other hand, has counseled 
thousands of cancer patients. In any case, beta 
glucan pills might be a better idea if you’re 
allergic to mushrooms or yeast.

As with many alternative cancer remedies, 
these amazing substances are in constant danger 
from regulators. The better known they become, 
the more they’re at risk of being squashed by big 
pharma.

Take the mushroom extract MGN-3 for 
instance. It’s backed by tons of scientific 
evidence… it boasts proven immune boosting 
properties… and thousands of patients became 
cancer-free because of it. The formula’s success 
was too much for big pharma to put up with. 
They eventually pressured the FDA to bring a 
lawsuit against the manufacturer over labeling.

Why you need sources like us 
for this info

Over-the-counter alternative cancer 
remedies aren’t allowed to say a word in their 
packaging about the cancer benefits. It makes no 
difference whether the statements are true. The 
manufacturers can’t quote objective, third-party, 
published studies suggesting that the product 
benefits cancer patients.

As a consumer, you have to discover the 
benefits from sources like us (we aren’t in the 
supplement business), then go shopping for the 
product. For some reason, the company that 
marketed MGN-3 persisted in making cancer 
claims – anyway that was the government’s view 
– and that got them into big trouble.

A judge forced the company to shut down 
and, believe it or not, pay back every cent to its 

Even conventional medicine  
takes notice

The website of Memorial Sloan-Kettering 
Cancer Center – normally not a big advocate 
of alternatives – has good things to say about 
ABM. “In vitro experiments and studies 
done in mice have shown that Agaricus 
has immunomodulatory, antitumor, and 
antimutagenic properties,” according to Sloan-
Kettering. Don’t be flummoxed by the big words. 
Basically they mean the mushroom supports the 
immune system, fights tumors and helps prevent 
mutations.

The website goes on to say, “A recent 
randomized study showed that oral 
administration of Agaricus extract improved 
the natural killer cell activity and quality of life 
in gynecological cancer patients undergoing 
chemotherapy. . .In addition, results from a study 
done in human subjects with type 2 diabetes 
suggest benefits of agaricus extract in improving 
insulin resistance, and a pilot study indicates 
that Agaricus extract may reduce weight, BMI, 
body fat, and serum glucose cholesterol levels in 
healthy individuals.”

That’s quite a list of benefits. And those are 
only three studies out of 20 the article cites.

The “secret ingredient” revealed

ABM, shiitake mushrooms and many other 
fungi are rich in beta glucans, a family of natural 
chemicals that alternative cancer experts highly 
recommend. Beta glucans are a key ingredient in 
the cancer fighting strategy of our good friend, 
Bill Henderson, author of the book Cancer-Free 
and also of a report we publish, How to Cure 
Almost Any Cancer at Home for $5.15 a Day.

Bill recommends a brand of beta glucans 
derived from another fungal source – baker’s 
yeast – but the glucans found in ABM 
mushrooms are of the same highly active family. 
He says ABM and RM-10 are fine if you decide 
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customers going back 5 years -- even in the face 
of staggering success stories and happy, cancer-
free customers. 
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Unless you’re totally new to alternative 
health, you’ve probably heard of detoxification 
or “detoxing” – the effort to get poisonous 
substances out of our bodies.

I heard about it for years, but I never paid 
much attention until I started learning about 
alternative cancer treatments. Almost all doctors 
who successfully treat cancer take detoxing 
very seriously. Our bodies are loaded with 
lead, mercury, pesticides, food chemicals and 
additives, chemicals from prescription drugs, a 
long list of industrial pollutants and who knows 
what else.

The obvious solution is to stay away from 
toxins in the first place, but they’re pretty hard to 
avoid. We pick them up everywhere. And not just 
from the food and water we ingest.

These toxins also leech into our bodies 
through our clothes, our furniture, and our 
carpets. I know, because I’m highly sensitive to 
chemicals. The gases given out by certain treated 
fabrics and by newly-purchased plastic items 
such as computers, televisions and new cars can 
put me in bed for a couple of days if I’m not 
careful.

I have a long love-hate relationship with the 
Pentium chip that’s standard in most computers. 
At one point I actually had to put my computer in 
another room and run the connections through 
the wall to my office. As for most laundry 
detergents, I don’t even want to talk about them.

Consider me the canary in the coal mine: 

you’re breathing and touching the same junk that 
makes me sick, you just don’t notice it. Yet.

My pesticide bath. . .

I grew up in farm country in the 1950s and 
1960s and I was practically bathed in pesticides 
and herbicides. So was everyone else. Farmers, 
including my Dad, had no idea the stuff was 
dangerous and handled it very carelessly.

Maybe farmers nowadays are more careful not 
to get it on themselves or inhale it, but I’m not 
sure it makes much difference, because they still 
put it on the plants and the earth. I’m certain the 
ground water where I grew up is unsafe to drink. 
And the cancer rate there is frightening.

 My fatalistic brother thinks all of us who grew 
up there will eventually get cancer. But then he’s 
not a believer in alternative medicine. I believe 
you can do something about your toxic load.

When is the right time to detox?

If you don’t have cancer, it’s tempting to put 
the whole problem aside -- put it off till you have 
time, deal with it later.

That’s a mistake. NOW is the time to get rid of 
toxins. Don’t wait till you’re sick. To help you get 
started, I’ve got extra benefits for you: you’ll feel 
a lot better, and you might lose weight while 
you detox. It worked for me.

According to some experts, when you have a 
lot of toxins in your body, your body sends out 

Free Gift #3

By Lee Euler

The Top Detoxing Secret 
of the Great Cancer Clinics
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organophosphates – was also used to fatten up 
livestock until it got banned for that purpose (it’s 
still used to kill insects, and low levels of it are 
found in our food).

Organochlorines are a third group of pesticide 
chemicals known to have a weight-gain effect. 
Animals fed one type of organochlorine still 
gained weight after their food intake was cut 50 
percent! Maybe that’s why we can’t lose weight.

So besides helping you prevent cancer, 
detoxification may help you shed pounds.

There are many ways to detox, and I suggest 
trying several. Colonic cleansing is one of the 
most common. It’s used in most alternative 
cancer clinics.

Colonic hydrotherapy and the  
power of water

If you want to clear a lot of toxins from your 
body, a good place to start is your colon. Also 
called the large intestine, the colon is something 
like four or five feet long. It’s the end of the line 
for the digestive process.

Your body absorbs very few nutrients from 
food residue once it passes into the colon. Almost 
all nutrient absorption has already taken place 
beforehand, in the small intestine. The colon is 
basically a collection point for waste – the stuff 
you ate that your body couldn’t use.

The colon DOES do one thing with ferocious 
efficiency: it removes water from that waste. This 
can lead to constipation – extremely hard stools. 
The longer the fecal matter sits in your colon, the 
more water the colon removes, and the harder 
the stool gets. The more constipated you are, the 
more constipated you get. 

Since all your waste ends up in the colon, it 
only makes sense that that’s where your body 
sends a lot of toxins. Trouble is, toxins can get 
stuck in the folds and tissues throughout your 
colon. So the point of colonic hydrotherapy is to 
flush them all out. The technique is to flood the 

messages that something is out of balance. Those 
messages can take the form of food cravings as 
well as fatigue, gas, headaches, trouble sleeping, 
acne, bad breath, and so on. All these things are 
typical symptoms of toxic overload.

Maybe you’ve heard of the documentary film 
Super Size Me. It records how filmmaker Morgan 
Spurlock lived on nothing but McDonald’s food 
for 30 days and gained 25 pounds. He also began 
to suffer from liver problems.

When the experiment was done and he was 
ready to lose the weight, what do you think he 
did? He went on the “Detox Diet” developed by 
his wife, Alexandra Jamieson, a certified health 
and nutritional counselor.

The Detox Diet worked. Spurlock was able to 
get all the weight off.

Oxford Ph.D. says toxins make us fat

Dr. Paula Baillie-Hamilton, author of the book 
Toxic Overload, says, “Virtually all chemicals 
we are exposed to in our food and environment 
possess some sort of weight-altering effect, even 
at very low levels.” Dr. Baillie-Hamilton is an 
M.D. who also earned a doctorate in human 
metabolism from Oxford University in the UK.

She contends that our bodies have natural 
self-adjusting mechanisms to help keep us thin. 
Toxins damage this intricate system, causing 
muscles to shrink while body fat accumulates. 
In fact, she believes no diet will really ever work 
without detoxification. She thinks chemical 
toxins are largely responsible for the global 
obesity epidemic.

Her research suggests that pesticide residues 
in food are some of the worst offenders. 
Pesticides actually contain certain chemicals 
called carbamates that are ALSO used to 
promote animal growth and to treat certain 
human illnesses such as thyroid disorders. These 
chemicals are known to promote weight gain.

Another chemical found in some pesticides – 
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employ colon cleansing. And they DO get results. 
People who were told their cases were hopeless 
go to these clinics, receive the treatments, and 
live for years.

How it’s done

While you lie on a table wearing a hospital 
gown, a colonic therapist begins by introducing a 
speculum into the colon through the rectum. The 
speculum is attached to a water tube. Once this 
water conduit is inserted, a flow of water passes 
into the colon. The temperature and rate of water 
flow can vary, depending on the type of treatment 
you’re getting. One treatment might use as much 
as 25 gallons of water. Most people find the 
treatments pretty comfortable.

I’ve encountered two methods. There may be 
more, for all I know. One of them uses gravity 
to move the water. The water tank is positioned 
above the patient and water flows down through 
the tube into the colon. The therapist or even the 
patient controls the rate of flow.

The other method uses a pump, and only the 
therapist controls the rate of flow. Practitioners 
are usually trained in one method or the other. 
They may criticize the one they don’t use and tell 
you their approach is safer. I don’t know of any 
good evidence either way, and I think injuries are 
rare. You can bet if people were being injured by 
colonic hyrdrotherapy, conventional medicine 
would make sure we all hear about it.

Cancer Defeated has been reporting on colonic 
cleansing for several years and we haven’t come 
across even one actual, real-life case of someone 
who was injured by colonic hydrotherapy. All 
we hear are scare stories from someone who 
heard something from someone who heard it 
from someone else. I’m confident you’ll be fine 
if you receive treatment ONLY from a skilled, 
experienced practitioner. (If you’re reading this 
and you DO have credible evidence of injuries, 
please write me.)

colon with water and literally rinse out whatever 
is there.

Colonic therapists believe most people’s colons 
are lined with impacted fecal matter that can be 
years old. You can picture it as plaster spackled 
on the walls of your large intestine. Colonic 
therapists also believe that this old fecal matter 
can leak through the walls of the intestine into 
the bloodstream and make you seriously ill. This 
old fecal matter may actually promote leakage by 
creating sores in the intestinal wall.

I don’t know about you, but to me that’s a 
scary, disgusting thought – fecal matter leaking 
through a sore, diseased intestine into my 
bloodstream.

Another weight-loss secret

Many people who try hydrotherapy experience 
weight loss just by getting rid of the old fecal 
matter. The evidence for this is anecdotal, but 
people report a weight loss of anywhere from 
five to fifteen pounds – literally old crap that was 
stuck in their colons.

Everything I’m telling you here is highly 
controversial. Conventional doctors deny that 
our colons retain old crap for weeks, months or 
years. So what? You shouldn’t even retain it for 
days. You need to get that stuff out!

One thing I believe for sure is that most 
Americans don’t move their bowels often enough 
and completely enough. I don’t doubt for a 
minute that most people have a lot of junk “in 
there” that needs to get out. It wouldn’t surprise 
me a bit if the stuff leaks through the intestinal 
wall. And it wouldn’t surprise me a bit if this is 
one of the causes of cancer.

Anyway, I go by results: our team here at 
Cancer Defeated has interviewed many cancer 
patients who have cured or controlled their 
disease thanks – in part – to colonic cleansing. 
It’s one part of an overall strategy for defeating 
cancer. Most of the top alternative cancer clinics 
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hard to find a colonic therapist and harder 
still to check them out. Colon cleansing is 
considered something of a fringe therapy even 
among alternative health professionals such 
as acupuncturists, chiropractors and body 
therapists. My trusted massage therapist doesn’t 
believe in it. I think he’s wrong.

I believe it deserves mainstream recognition 
and could benefit nearly everyone. But I suspect 
this view will not receive wide acceptance 
anytime soon.

One more thing: some advocates of colon 
cleansing say that the shape and texture of 
your bowel movements is a clue to your overall 
health. There are all kinds of theories on what 
a healthy bowel movement “should” look like. 
An extremely hard bowel movement – typical 
of constipation – is obviously a bad sign. And a 
watery, almost totally liquid bowel movement – 
diarrhea -- is another bad sign. But other than 
that, I’m not persuaded the shape of the feces tells 
you anything.

I’ve had two therapy sessions myself, one using 
each technique, and both therapists were careful 
and professional as far as I could see. If you feel 
pain or discomfort, they’ll stop anytime you say 
stop.

Improve circulation, boost immunity

Along with flushing toxins out of your colon, 
advocates say hydrotherapy has some other 
benefits. It actually helps increase circulation in 
your body, which in turn increases circulation 
of white blood cells, boosting your immune 
function. Better circulation also helps heal 
injured tissues and re-energizes your body.

To stimulate circulation, a hydrotherapist may 
take advantage of both hot and cold water. If your 
therapist uses this technique, you’ll see alternate 
applications of hot and cold. Makes sense – blood 
vessels dilate with heat and constrict with cold. 
Doing this process repeatedly ends up driving 
blood to your organs, which helps tone them.

Your colonic therapist may recommend several 
treatments, which may be as often as one or two 
times a week for a month or two.

If you decide to try it, my advice is “go slow” 
and see how your body reacts. If it’s painful, stop. 
IT SHOULDN’T HURT – at worst, there may 
be some discomfort in penetrating the anus with 
the speculum – but no serious pain. Don’t let a 
therapist pressure you into additional treatments 
unless you feel completely comfortable with the 
process and the outcome.

We’ve published Special Reports on alternative 
cancer clinics in Mexico, Germany and the 
United States. Most (not all) of these clinics 
feature colonic cleansing as an important part 
of their protocols for treating cancer, and if you 
receive cancer treatment at such a place you can 
be pretty confident the therapists know what 
they’re doing.

Unfortunately, besides the cancer clinics 
my team has visited and written up, it can be 
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Ever heard of wormwood or mugwort? 
Although they may sound like characters from 
a Harry Potter novel, they’re really common 
names of the Artemisia annua plant that some 
researchers now know is an effective, natural 
cancer treatment.

If you’re like me and enjoy gardening you 
probably grow some Artemisia in your beds. 
It doesn’t produce a flower but it has beautiful 
silver foliage. There are many different varieties 
and I haven’t researched whether the ones people 
grow at home have any medicinal uses, so don’t 
go experimenting on yourself. This article is only 
about one specific species, Artemisia annua. 

A fourth century handbook of Chinese 
medicine uncovered in 1970 showed Chinese 
herbalists commonly used the plant to treat 
fever. By 1971, scientists also demonstrated 
that Artemisia plant extracts were a powerful 
anti-malarial remedy. The studies I’m going to 
describe actually used extracts, not the whole leaf 
or root.

The research involving these extracts and 
cancer treatment is even more exciting than 
the older evidence about hay fever and malaria. 
Artemisia may be a good way to put cancer cells 
on a suicide watch!

According to a 2001 study1 published in 
the journal Life Sciences, two bioengineering 
researchers in Seattle successfully used 

1  Lai, H. and Singh, N.P. Selective toxicity of dihydroar-
temisinin and holotransferrin toward human breast cancer cells. 
Life Sciences, 70:49-56,2001

wormwood extracts to target and kill breast 
cancer cells.

In a University of Washington statement2, 
research professors Henry Lai and Narendra 
Singh said the plant compound artemisinin 
is “highly toxic to the cancer cells, but has a 
marginal impact on normal breast cells.”

In a nutshell, wormwood is a highly skilled 
cancer assassin. But how does it work? 

Artemisinin is programmed 
to attack cell abnormalities…

Scientists have shown that artemisinin reacts 
to high iron concentrations found in the malaria 
parasite. 

Artemisinin has a chemical reaction with iron 
in cells. This produces a type of free radical that 
attacks cell membranes of the parasite. 

After breaking down a malaria parasite’s cell 
walls, the artemisinin compound invades the cells 
and kills the microbe. 

Because cancer cells also have high iron 
concentrations, Professor Lai had a hunch that 
this same tactic might work on cancer cells too.

“Cancer cells need a lot of iron to replicate 
DNA when they divide,” Lai explained. “When 
we began to understand how artemisinin 
worked, I started wondering if we could use that 
2  Harrill, R. 2001, Nov. 26. Ancient Chinese folk remedy may 
hold key to non-toxic cancer treatment. University of Wash-
ington. Retrieved June 8, 2010 from http://www.artemisin.org/
research.html. 

Free Gift #4

By Lee Euler

The Garden Herb 
that Clobbers Cancer Cells

http://www.artemisin.org/research.html
http://www.artemisin.org/research.html
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Leukemia is cancer of the blood or bone 
marrow. Scientists have found that leukemia 
cells have 1,000 times the iron concentration of 
normal cells. That makes them a perfect set-up 
for artemisinin.

In a study reported in the Cancer Letters 
journal3, Dr. Lai found that ALL leukemia 
cells exposed to the holotransferrin and 
dihydroartemisinin combination were destroyed 
within 8 hours. 

That’s just half the time it took to kill nearly all 
the breast cancer cells! 

What’s more, a case published in the Archive 
of Oncology 4 reported on a 72-year-old man with 
cancer of the larynx who was successfully treated 
with the Artemisia extract called artesunate.

The man experienced hoarseness… difficulty 
swallowing food… and pain in his throat and 
ear because of a growth on the right side of his 
larynx.

Researchers gave the patient artesunate 
injections and tablets over a period of nine 
months. The results?

The tumor in the man’s throat was reduced 
by about 70% after just TWO MONTHS of 
treatment. 

Plus, the patient regained his voice, appetite, 
and weight—with no adverse side effects 
reported!

These studies prove wormwood is an ancient 
Asian remedy that shows promise as an effective 
cancer therapy. 

According to Lai, the goal is to develop an 
inexpensive oral treatment that can be taken on 

3  Lai, H. and Singh, N.P. Selective cancer cell cytoxicity from 
exposure in dihydroartemisinin and holotransferrin, Cancer 
Letters, 91:41-46, 1995

4  Singh, N.P. and Verma, K.B. Case report of a laryngeal 
squamous cell carcinoma treated with artesunate. Archive of 
Oncology 2002;10(4):279-80. Retrieved June 8, 2010 from http://
www.thedcasite.com/Library/Artemisinin/Case_report_of_a_la-
ryngeal_squamous_cell_carcinoma_treated_with_artesunate.
pdf 

knowledge to target cancer cells.” 

Professors Lai and Singh knew that cancer cell 
surfaces—including breast cancer cells—have a 
greater amount of transferrin receptors than do 
healthy cells. These are the pathways that allow 
iron into a cell. 

The researchers’ goal was to pump cancer 
cells full of iron—then send in the infantry. They 
exposed normal and cancerous cells to three 
different compounds:

Holotransferrin—to help transferrin 1. 
receptors send iron into cells

Dihydroartemisinin—a water-soluble form 2. 
of artemisinin

A combination of both compounds3. 

The results? 

There was no major difference in cells 
exposed to just one compound. But they noticed 
a dramatic effect when cancer cells received 
the double whammy of holotransferrin, then 
dihydroartemisinin… 

In about eight hours, 75% of the cancer cells 
were gone, baby, gone. And after 16 hours nearly 
ALL of the cells were dead! 

And get this…

Lai and Singh noticed that the vast majority of 
normal breast cells did NOT die! This proves the 
treatment selectively targets abnormal cells—and 
does so safely.

This was no fluke result. Other research proves 
artemisinin is a lethal weapon against other 
forms of cancer…

Wormwood pulverizes  
bone marrow and throat cancers

If you’re impressed with the speedy results of 
artemisinin against breast cancer cells—you’ll be 
wowed at what it did to leukemia cells. 

http://www.thedcasite.com/Library/Artemisinin/Case_report_of_a_laryngeal_squamous_cell_carcinoma_treated_with_artesunate.pdf
http://www.thedcasite.com/Library/Artemisinin/Case_report_of_a_laryngeal_squamous_cell_carcinoma_treated_with_artesunate.pdf
http://www.thedcasite.com/Library/Artemisinin/Case_report_of_a_laryngeal_squamous_cell_carcinoma_treated_with_artesunate.pdf
http://www.thedcasite.com/Library/Artemisinin/Case_report_of_a_laryngeal_squamous_cell_carcinoma_treated_with_artesunate.pdf
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an outpatient basis.

But you can bet that such a natural, 
inexpensive treatment—about $2.00 per 
dose compared to hundreds of dollars for 
chemotherapy drugs—won’t curry the favor of a 
single soul in “Big Pharma”!
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Free Gift #5

“No pain is scarier than that of terminal 
cancer. And you will be as amazed as I was to 
discover that researchers have shown that it can 
be terminated in some cases in less than one day, 
in fact within a matter of hours with a simple 
over-the-counter mineral.”

I got that remarkable quote from Dr. Sherry 
Rogers on page 313 of her book, Pain Free in Six 
Weeks. Dr. Rogers is an international specialist in 
environmental medicine.

This mineral is so powerful, scientists have 
discovered that populations living in areas with 
soil that’s rich in it have practically NO residents 
with cancer! 

This includes the Hopi Indians of Arizona… 
the Hunza people of North Pakistan… and 
the indigenous peoples of Central and South 
America1…

So what’s in their dirt that protects them from 
becoming part of the annual cancer statistics? 
Some authorities believe it’s the mineral cesium 
(pronounced SEEZ-ee-yum). You won’t find it in 
your multi, I guarantee you.

This miracle mineral is a naturally alkaline 
element—and research shows it’s a natural 
chemotherapy agent too! 

1  Brewer, A.K. 1984. “The High pH Therapy for Cancer.” 
Retrieved April 17, 2010 from http://www.cancer-coverup.com/
brewer/printbrewerreport.htm

Amazingly quick relief from  
cancer pain

Dr. H. E. Sartori initiated a cesium cancer 
therapy program in April 1981 at Life Sciences 
Universal Medical Clinics in Rockville, Md. 
Sartori treated 50 terminal patients with 
widespread tumors. 

They had all undergone the recommended 
cut, burn, and poison “treatments” offered by the 
mainstream medical establishment.

In these tests, Sartori administered 2 g doses of 
cesium chloride (CsCl) three times per day after 
eating. He complemented this with 5 to 10 g of 
vitamin C, 100,000 units of vitamin A, and 50 to 
100 mg of zinc.

Remarkably, half of these patients survived 
their cancers using Dr. Sartori’s cesium therapy! 
Plus, Sartori found that pain disappeared in all 
patients within 1 to 3 days after initiating cesium 
treatments.

And get this...

One breast cancer patient was comatose 
when Sartori initiated cesium therapy through a 
feeding tube. After receiving 10 grams of cesium 
chloride three times daily—she walked out of the 
hospital 5 days later2!

Some scientists have maintained for decades 
that cesium has a remarkable ability to cause 

2  Howenstine, J. 2004. “Use of Cesium Chloride to Cure Ma-
lignancies.” Retrieved April 17, 2010 from http://www.newswith-
views.com/Howenstine/james14.htm

Wipe Out Cancer Pain in One Day!

By Lee Euler

http://www.cancer-coverup.com/brewer/printbrewerreport.htm
http://www.cancer-coverup.com/brewer/printbrewerreport.htm
http://www.newswithviews.com/Howenstine/james14.htm
http://www.newswithviews.com/Howenstine/james14.htm
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The pH measuring scale goes from zero to 14 
and describes the acid and alkaline balance in 
body fluids. On the pH scale:

7 is neutral•	

Below 7 is acid•	

Above 7 is alkaline•	

Your body is naturally alkaline. A healthy 
person has balanced levels of alkaline and acid, 
ideally between 7.35 and 7.45 on the pH scale.  

If your body becomes too acidic, it can 
interrupt all normal cell activities and body 
functions. In short, an acid imbalance can lead to 
sickness…disease… and DEATH!

In my weekly newsletter, Cancer Defeated, 
Issue #18, I wrote about the whole acid/alkaline 
theory of cancer (all issues are available at www.
cancerdefeatednewsletter.com). It’s a theory of 
WHY some cancer cures work. In my opinion 
there’s not quite enough evidence yet to be sure 
this is what’s behind the success of cesium and a 
whole passel of other cancer treatments. But it is 
a fact that many successful cancer treatments DO 
make the body more alkaline.

The main point is that the treatments work. 
One fine day, when alternative medicine becomes 
the main type of medicine (and it will) the 
research money will be available to get answers to 
the “why” questions.

Many smart cancer experts are already sold 
on the acid/alkaline theory and they think it’s an 
important part of how cesium helps kill cancer 
cells…

Cesium Kicks Cancer Cells  
to the Curb!

Physicist and cancer researcher A. Keith 
Brewer said cesium clobbers cancer cells in one 
of two ways4:

4  Brewer, A.K. 1984. “The High pH Therapy for Cancer.” 
Retrieved April 17, 2010 from http://www.cancer-coverup.com/
brewer/printbrewerreport.htm

changes in cancer cells that make them shrivel up 
and die.

You’ll learn more about this shortly. But first 
you should know what happens…

When Good Cells Become 
“Radicalized”

According to the National Institutes of Health3, 
your cells can be damaged by unstable molecules 
called free radicals. When an oxygen molecule 
becomes electrically charged—or radicalized—it 
roams your body stealing electrons from other 
cells. 

 This helps the free radical become more 
stable, but it causes the molecules with stolen 
parts to turn into free radicals! They’re now 
the ones that are missing an electron and need 
to steal one from someplace else. This chain 
reaction causes damage to your DNA and other 
molecules. It’s like a molecular game of tag – the 
molecule that gets tagged is now “it” – a free 
radical.

In time, free radical cell damage can lead to a 
variety of health destroying diseases—including 
cancer. This is where antioxidants come into 
play…

Antioxidants are nutrients found naturally 
in your body, as well as in fruits and vegetables. 
They help “mop up” free radicals—and slow 
down cell destruction—by donating parts to 
stabilize free radicals. 

These cell savers neutralize the electrical 
charge of free radicals. This prevents the free 
radicals from stealing electrons from otherwise 
healthy cells.

Besides being an antioxidant, cesium is also an 
alkalizer. The fact is, any cell—whether cancerous 
or not— can only live and reproduce in a pH 
range between 6.5 and 7.5.

3  National Institutes of Health. 2004. Antioxidants and Can-
cer Prevention: Fact Sheet. Retrieved April 27, 2010 from http://
www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/prevention/antioxidants

http://www.cancerdefeatednewsletter.com/
http://www.cancerdefeatednewsletter.com/
http://www.cancer-coverup.com/brewer/printbrewerreport.htm
http://www.cancer-coverup.com/brewer/printbrewerreport.htm
http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/prevention/antioxidants
http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/prevention/antioxidants
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Also, be aware that if many cancer cells 
die simultaneously, you may experience a 
“detoxification reaction” as your body eliminates 
the dead cells. 

The reaction could appear in the form of flu-
like symptoms, headache, nausea, or a skin rash. 
But you can boost your liver’s ability to eliminate 
toxins with the herb milk thistle.

As you can see, you won’t need to move to 
Pakistan or Central America and live amongst 
indigenous people to fight cancer. 

A treatment program featuring cesium 
supplements may be the kick-butt cancer cure 
you need.

Changes the pH of cancer cells•	 —Taken 
orally, cesium raises the pH of cancer 
cells, while leaving the pH of normal cells 
unaffected! When the pH of a cancer cell goes 
above 7.5 it conks out and dies. And if the pH 
of a cancer cell goes above 8.0—it could even 
die within hours!

Starves cancer cells•	 —Cancer cells that can 
no longer use oxygen sustain themselves on 
glucose. According to Dr. Rogers writing in 
Pain Free in Six Weeks5, “Sugar and alcohol 
are like fertilizer for cancer.” But cesium 
limits the uptake of glucose—thereby starving 
cancer cells to death.

Brewer said animal studies at the University of 
Wisconsin in Platteville confirmed his theories 
about how cancer cells take in cesium.

Tests on mice given the minerals cesium and 
rubidium showed notable shrinkage in the tumor 
masses within two weeks. What’s more, the mice 
showed none of the side effects of cancer!

Cesium could be an important healing agent 
if you’re suffering with any form of cancer. You 
can find cesium pills through the Wolfe Clinic at 
http://www.TheWolfeClinic.com/cesium.html. 

BUT PLEASE TAKE HEED: from what 
I know, this not a do-it-yourself treatment. 
You’ll need professional advice and monitoring. 
Needless to say, a conventional doctor will 
probably not support your efforts to try 
alternatives, so you may have to seek this out 
from an alternative doctor. (I recommend that 
cancer patients do that in any case – cesium or 
no cesium – and when I say “alternative doctor” 
I include the good M.D.’s as long as they use 
alternatives.)

Among other things, I’ve been told that cesium 
can deplete potassium levels, and your doctor 
should monitor your potassium and prescribe 
supplements as needed. 

5  Rogers, S. 2001. Pain Free in Six Weeks. Quoted by Hender-
son, B. in Cancer-Free, p. 204.

http://www.TheWolfeClinic.com/cesium.html
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To say that magnetic-field therapy is the most 
amazing medical miracle coming out of space 
age technology might be an understatement. 
In a moment I’ll give you proof — from a 
clinical study — that this therapy is effective for 
an astonishing variety of medical conditions, 
including:

Allergies•	

Arthritis•	

Depression•	

Diabetes Type II•	

Edema•	

Fibromyalgia•	

Pain•	

Headaches (both Migraine and non-•	
Migraine)

Heart disease•	

High blood pressure•	

Immune system disorders•	

Incontinence and bladder problems•	

Multiple Sclerosis•	

Osteoporosis•	

Rheumatism•	

Sleep disorders•	

Spinal column disorders•	

Stomach disorders•	

Strokes•	

Tennis elbow•	

Tinnitus•	

Tiredness/exhaustion/stress•	

Ulcers (speeds up healing)•	

Wounds and broken bones (speeds up •	
healing)

The manufacturer of the magnetic-field 
therapy device, based in Liechtenstein, says that 
there are no contraindications or negative side 
effects; in other words, anybody can use it.

We recommend, however, that you get the 
approval of a competent medical authority before 
starting this therapy or any of the other therapies 
mentioned in the book or the bonus reports.
Magnetic-field therapy couldn’t be easier. You just 
turn on the device and lie down on the mat for 
16 minutes. You can even take a nap during the 
therapy — perhaps the best “power nap” you’ve 
ever had.

You’re probably wondering, “What about 
cancer? Does magnetic-field therapy work for 
cancer?” Well, all but one of the German cancer 
clinics we visited made magnetic-field therapy 
a part of the daily treatment routine. And these 
clinics have an impressive record of success in 
treating the most difficult and deadly cancers. 
You can draw your own conclusions.

Dr. Frank Daudert of the Pro Leben Klinik in 
Igls/Innsbruck, Austria, told me that Soviet space 
scientists developed magnetic-field therapy to 
keep the cosmonauts healthy during long flights 

Free Gift #6

By Andrew Scholberg

The Therapy from Space: 
NASA Technology Meets Modern Medicine
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I’ve seen a DVD produced by the 
manufacturer of the magnetic-field therapy 
machine the German cancer clinics use. The 
DVD shows footage taken through a darkfield 
microscope “before” and “after” eight minutes 
of magnetic-field therapy. The “before” footage 
shows blood cells clumped together — a sign of 
bad health. The footage taken after eight minutes 
of the therapy shows that the patient’s blood 
cells are no longer clumped together but are 
functioning normally so they can bring oxygen to 
the cells.

When patients were given a placebo treatment 
instead of the actual magnetic-field therapy, 
the clumps of blood cells remained unchanged. 
This is strong evidence that magnetic-field 
therapy improves blood cell function and oxygen 
transport.

Testimonials of amazing recoveries 
from magnetic-field therapy

A German man who had suffered from 
hay fever went to a naturopathic physician for 
magnetic-field therapy. After a few weeks he was 
free of symptoms.

A carpenter suffered serious burns. He had 
magnetic-field therapy for eight minutes every 
day. Within just three days his wounds closed. 
And within one week, he was able to return to 
work.

A male diabetic had to have toes amputated. 
After just three days of magnetic-field therapy, 
he was pain free! His foot completely healed after 
just six weeks.

A lady who had suffered from osteo-arthritis 
for 29 years found that after three days of 
magnetic-field therapy she no longer needed her 
anti-inflammatory medication. 

Elite athletes and their trainers also recognize 
the value of magnetic-field therapy. Unlike 
doping, magnetic-field therapy is a completely 
clean and legal way to improve circulation and 

aboard the space station. The early cosmonauts 
would get ill as a result of losing touch with the 
earth’s magnetic field for long periods of time. 
When later cosmonauts were able to use a device 
that recreates the earth’s magnetic field in the 
spacecraft, they stayed healthy.

NASA scientists also use magnetic-field 
therapy to keep American astronauts healthy on 
lengthy space flights.

Few people realize that they need the earth’s 
magnetic field, or else they’ll get sick. The 
problem is this: as one of the German doctors, 
Frank Daudert, M.D., told me, in our modern 
society we no longer get the full benefit of the 
earth’s magnetic field because of all the electro-
magnetic chaos: cell phones, microwaves, Wi Fi 
Internet, etc.

The earth’s magnetic field stimulates your 
body’s molecular spectrum so that the regulatory 
mechanisms in your body work as they should. 
Your health begins at the cellular level. And so 
does disease. Bad circulation and the consequent 
lack of oxygen to the cells cause breakdown and 
disease.

Proof that magnetic-field therapy 
improves circulation and health

Infrared thermography proves that magnetic-
field therapy improves circulation, raising the 
skin temperature by 1.5 degrees Celsius. A 
skeptic would say, “That could be the placebo 
effect.” In other words, the skeptic might wonder 
if the skin temperature increased because the 
patient believed the therapy would work.

But this couldn’t be a placebo effect because 
infrared thermography shows the same warming 
effect when magnetic-field therapy is given to a 
horse!

The effects of magnetic-field therapy are also 
revealed under the darkfield microscope — a 
special kind of microscope that magnifies living 
blood 14,000 times.
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You might be surprised by the results the 
patients in this study got from some other 
common ailments (in alphabetical order):

Arthritis: •	 Out of 236 arthritis sufferers, 
112 became complaint free, 83 were 
improved, and 41 were unchanged

Depression: •	 Out of 42 depressed patients, 
27 became complaint free, 11 were 
improved, and 4 were unchanged.

Diabetes Type II: •	 Out of 28 diabetes type 
II patients, 15 became complaint free, 6 
were improved, and 7 were unchanged.

Edema: •	 Out of 17 edema patients, 13 
became complaint free, 3 were improved, 
and 1 was unchanged.

Fibromyalgia: •	 Out of 12 fibromyalgia 
patients, 3 became complaint free, 3 were 
improved, and 6 were unchanged.

Fractures: •	 Out of 22 patients with 
fractures, all 22 became complaint free. 
Magnetic-field therapy speeded up their 
healing process.

General pain: •	 Out of 32 patients in 
pain, 23 became complaint free, 8 were 
improved, and 1 was unchanged.

Headaches (non-Migraine): •	 Out of 50 
patients with headaches, 37 were complaint 
free, 9 were improved, and 4 were 
unchanged.

Heart disease: •	 Out of 22 heart disease 
patients, 11 were complaint free, 3 were 
improved, and 8 were unchanged.

Hypertension (high blood pressure): •	
Out of 54 patients with hypertension, 32 
became complaint free, 13 were improved, 
and 9 were unchanged.

Immune system disorders: •	 Out of 16 
patients with immune system disorders, 
12 became complaint free and 4 were 
improved. Nobody was unchanged.

speed up the healing of any injuries. Australian 
snowboarding champion Torah Jane Bright 
affirms that magnetic-field therapy improves 
her oxygen levels and circulation. She says, “I 
definitely can feel it. You lie down [during the 
therapy]; it couldn’t be much easier.”

The magnetic-field signal reaches between 
2,500 and 6,000 cell frequencies so that it 
stimulates every cell in the body all at once.

The medical director of the Swiss Olympic 
team says, “We are absolutely convinced that 
benefits to our athletes are irrefutable. Injuries 
heal faster. This is a huge bonus to your own 
health.”

Magnetic-field therapy cuts injury recovery 
time by about 40 percent. It causes deep skin 
regeneration, stimulates collagen production, and 
restores moisture and elasticity for skin.

Actress Karin Dor, a James Bond lady you 
probably remember from “You Only Life Twice,” 
uses her magnetic therapy device for anti-aging 
medicine and for beauty.

Major study of 1,116 patients proves 
magnetic-field therapy effective

From May of 1999 to December 2002, 
General Practitioners from several European 
countries voluntarily took part in a major study 
of magnetic-field therapy. None of the doctors 
received compensation.

Over an 8-week period, the 220 General 
Practitioners noted the effects of magnetic-field 
therapy on 1,116 patients who suffered from 42 
categories of medical conditions. At the end of 
the test period, the patients were placed in one of 
three categories: 1) complaint free, 2) improved, 
or 3) unchanged.

For example, 23 patients suffered from 
allergies. By the end of the study 16 of them were 
complaint free, 4 were improved, and 3 were 
unchanged.
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Ulcers: •	 Out of 22 patients with ulcers, 18 
became complaint free, 3 were improved, 
and 1 was unchanged.

Wound healing: •	 Out of 29 patients with 
wounds, 26 became complaint free, 1 was 
improved, and 2 were unchanged.

You can download a PDF file of the results 
of this study at http://www.bemer3000lifecare. 
co.za/downloads/Medical%20User%20Study.pdf.
The translation from German into English could 
be better, but the results speak for themselves.

Practically all of the German cancer doctors 
we interviewed believe magnetic-field therapy is 
effective for cancer patients.

Compared to hyperbaric oxygen chambers, 
magnetic-field therapy devices are an inexpensive 
way to oxygenate the body and improve 
circulation. Hyperbaric oxygen chambers cost as 
much as a brand new Mercedes Benz luxury car, 
and they’re about as big. A magnetic-field therapy 
device, which consists of a mat connected to a 
small electrical unit, costs as much as a 15-year-
old rusty car with high miles.

For free information about how you can own 
exactly the same brand of magnetic therapy 
device the German cancer clinics use, send an 
e-mail to joshuak@futuretechtoday.com or call 
Joshua Korn at 541-434-0318 or 866-747-7447 
(toll-free number).

Incontinence and bladder problems: •	 Out 
of 10 patients with incontinence, 6 became 
complaint free, 3 were improved, and 1 was 
unchanged.

Migraine headaches: •	 Out of 49 Migraine 
patients, 30 became complaint free, 14 were 
improved, and 5 were unchanged.

Multiple Sclerosis: •	 Out of 14 M.S. patients, 
4 became complaint free, 6 were improved, 
and 4 were unchanged.

Osteoporosis: •	 Out of 30 osteoporosis 
patients, 18 became complaint free, 9 were 
improved, and 3 were unchanged.

Rheumatism•	 : Out of 48 rheumatism 
patients, 34 became complaint free, 11 were 
improved, and 3 were unchanged.

Sleep disorders: •	 Out of 176 patients with 
sleep disorders, 115 became complaint free, 
42 were improved, and 19 were unchanged.

Spinal column diseases and disorders: •	
Out of 243 patients with spinal problems, 
162 became complaint free, 54 were 
improved, and 27 were unchanged.

Stomach disorders: •	 Out of 16 patients 
with stomach disorders, 14 became 
complaint free, 1 was improved, and 1 was 
unchanged.

Strokes (the condition after the stroke): •	
Out of 11 stroke patients, 4 became 
complaint free, 4 were improved, and 3 
were unchanged.

Tennis elbow: •	 Out of 20 patients with 
tennis elbow, 16 became complaint free, 3 
were improved, and 1 was unchanged.

Tinnitus: •	 Out of 33 tinnitus patients, 8 
became complaint free, 17 were improved 
and 8 were unchanged.

Tiredness/Exhaustion/Stress: •	 Out of 63 
exhausted patients, 45 became complaint 
free, 14 were improved, and 4 were 
unchanged.

http://www.bemer3000lifecare. co.za/downloads/Medical%20User%20Study.pdf
http://www.bemer3000lifecare. co.za/downloads/Medical%20User%20Study.pdf
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Free Gift #7

Practitioners of conventional oncology 
(tumor) medicine have overlooked a particularly 
important medical journal article about using 
therapeutic nutrition against cancer.  They have 
ignored this vital piece of information simply 
because when it appeared, it did so ’way in the 
back pages of a major medical journal.  Before I 
brought the article to the public’s attention here, 
it stayed unnoticed by both cancer therapists and 
cancer victims.

In the current published piece, the medical 
scientists, all specialists in oncological nutrition, 
clearly state:  “Our findings give plausibility to the 
use of intravenous ascorbic acid (IV vitamin C) 
for cancer treatment.” 

I urge you to look up the article1.  But if the 
reference is unavailable to you, you will find 
its full text, along with other published papers 
advocating intravenous vitamin C as anticancer 
therapy, listed and accessible to you at no charge 
on the Internet.  Simply go to http://brightspot.
org/cresearch/index.shtml     
1  Chen, Q.; Espey, M.G.; Krishna, M.C.; Mitchell, J.B.; Corpe, 
C.P.; Buettner, G.R.; Shacter, E.; Levine, M. “Pharmacologic 
ascorbic acid concentrations selectively kill cancer cells:  Action 
as a pro-drug to deliver hydrogen peroxide to tissues.”  Pro-
ceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA. 2005 Sep. 
20;102(38):13604-13609.Sep. 12, 1005.

Renowned orthomolecular medical 
researchers of previous years, including two-
time Nobel Laureate Linus Pauling, Ph.D., 
were right when they announced their original 
findings in 1979.  Despite being ridiculed and 
called “quacks,” these orthomolecular medicine 
investigators had long recognized the great 
importance of vitamin C in fighting cancer. 2

Dr. Pauling defined orthomolecular medicine 
as “the treatment of disease by the provision 
of the optimum molecular environment, 
especially the optimum concentrations of 
substances normally present in the human body.”  
Orthomolecular medicine uses safe, effective 
nutritional therapy to fight illness.  Almost every 
one of the nutrients it uses is safe, natural, and 
nontoxic.

(Dr. Pauling kindly wrote forewords to two 
of my 83 published books. I co-authored one 
with Abram Hoffer, M.D., Ph.D., under the 

2  Cameron, E; Pauling, L.  “Supplemental ascorbate in the 
supportive treatment of cancer: Prolongation of survival times 
in terminal human cancer.” Proceedings of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, USA. 1976 Oct.;73(10):3685-3689. The original 
paper is posted at http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/MM/B/B/K/Z/_/
mmbbkz.pdf.  Also: Cameron, E.; Pauling, L; Leibovitz, B. 
“Ascorbic acid and cancer: a review.”  Cancer Research 1979 
Mar.;39(3):663-81.

How Intravenous Vitamin C Cures Cancer

By Dr. Morton Walker, D.P.M.

An important anticancer therapy confirmed by scientists
working at the National Institutes of Health

and published in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences

http://brightspot.org/cresearch/index.shtml
http://brightspot.org/cresearch/index.shtml
http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/MM/B/B/K/Z/_/mmbbkz.pdf
http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/MM/B/B/K/Z/_/mmbbkz.pdf
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How Intravenous Vitamin C  
Kills Cancer 

At very high levels in your blood, vitamin 
C acts against malignancies within the body, 
or even externally in test tubes or Petri dishes, 
as a pro-oxidant.  This oxygen-attracting 
characteristic of the vitamin makes it an effective 
killer of cancer cells.  Malignant cells cannot 
survive in the presence of oxygen molecules. 

I want to emphasize, therefore, that ascorbic 
acid (vitamin C) that is in touch with cancer 
cells, whether in cultures (in vitro) or in the 
animal or human body (in vivo), kills cancer cells 
without harming normal cells.  It does this by 
generating hydrogen peroxide, a potent oxidant, 
directly within the cancer tissues, and while 
inflicting no damage to the surrounding, normal 
tissues.  In cancer’s physiology (the metabolism 
of cancer cells), the pro-oxidant quality of high-
concentration vitamin C is a deadly poison!

You can find confirmation of the paragraph 
above in another published paper that six 
orthomolecular physicians of great eminence 
collaborated on. These six doctors are Sebastian J. 
Padayatty, M.D.; Hugh D. Riordan, M.D.; Stephen 
M. Hewitt, M.D.; Arie Katz, M.D.; L. John Hoffer, 
M.D.; and Mark Levine, M.D.3 

These holistic oncological physicians represent 
medical institutions of exceptional distinction 
such as the Molecular and Clinical Nutrition 
Section of the Digestive Diseases Branch of the 
National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive 
and Kidney Diseases (Drs. Padayatty, Katz, 
Levine); the Laboratory of Pathology, Centers 
for Cancer Research, National Cancer Institute 
(Dr. Hewitt); National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, Maryland; Lady Davis Insititute 
for Medical Research (Dr. Hoffer) at McGill 
University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.; the 

3  Padayatty, S. J.; Riordan, H.D.; Hewitt, S.M.; Katz, A.; 
Hoffer, L.J.; & Levin, M. “Intravenously administered vitamin C 
as cancer therapy: three cases.” Journal of the Canadian Medical 
Association. 2006 March 28; 174(7), doi:10.1503/cmaj.050346.

title: Orthomolecular Nutrition: New Lifestyle for 
Super Good Health (Keats Publishing, 1978). It 
was reissued 20 years later by The McGraw-Hill 
Companies with new, updated information at 
$17.95.  This second McGraw-Hill book’s title is 
Putting It All Together: The New Orthomolecular 
Nutrition.)

All of the enlightened orthomolecular 
physicians originally received traditional training 
in prescribing drugs, but eventually they realized 
that using products that the pharmaceutical 
industry manufactured did not bring their 
patients to a state of permanent wellness.

Drugs are only stopgaps for crises; in contrast, 
orthomolecular remedies such as intravenous 
ascorbic acid keep a person out of the hospital 
and prevent the steady deterioration of his or her 
physiology.  Today’s nutrition-oriented doctors 
have become full-time practitioners of the 
new branch of medical therapy called “holistic 
medicine.”

One dispenser of holistic medicine is Leonard 
Haimes, M.D., who has been offering his patients 
preventive medical health care for more than 
51 years.  Dr. Haimes is medical director of 
the Haimes Centre Clinic, 7300 North Federal 
Highway, Suite 100, Boca Raton, Florida 33487.  
His medical practice partner is Mitchell F. Matez, 
D.O.; their office telephone is (561) 995-8484; 
their FAX is (561) 995-7773. 

Patients arrive at Boca Raton’s Haimes Centre 
Clinic from all over Florida and other southern 
states to receive large doses of intravenous 
vitamin C—even as high as 150 grams per IV 
infusion.  It is unlikely that people would take 
in anywhere near this dosage orally, because 
taking such a concentration of vitamin C by 
mouth will almost certainly cause an intolerable 
gastrointestinal reaction in the form of excessive 
diarrhea.  
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He maintained his vigorous health by taking 
the following oral nutritional supplements:  
botanical extract, chondroitin sulfate, chromium 
picolinate, flax oil, glucosamine sulfate, alpha-
lipoic acid, selenium, and two probiotic bacteria, 
Lactobacillus acidophilus plus L. rhamnosus.

Case History Two:  Lymphoma

Doctors found that 66-year-old homemaker 
Margaret C. Warner (pseudonym) had a large 
paraspinal malignant mass on the left side of her 
iliopsoas muscle (located internally to her back 
muscles at the level of her forth and fifth lumbar 
vertebrae).  The mass measured 3.5 to 7 cm 
across and 11 cm in the craniocaudal direction, 
with extension into the posterior paraspinal 
muscle.  The mass had invaded her spine as well.  
Biopsy revealed a diffuse, large B-cell lymphoma, 
and her oncologist recommended that Mrs. 
Warner undergo a five-week course of radiation 
and chemotherapy.  She refused the chemo but 
took radiation, along with IV vitamin C.

Mrs. Warner received 15 g of vitamin C twice 
per week for two months, 15 g once to twice per 
week for seven months, and then one g of IV 
vitamin C once every two to three months for 
one year, starting in January, 1995, along with the 
radiation therapy.

New right and left axillary lymph nodes 
popped up during the radiations, but when 
those treatments ended in mid-March, 1995, 
the lymph problem disappeared.  She continued 
with her IV vitamin C injections.  During the 
following months, lymph node enlargements 
appeared and disappeared on a regular basis 
till December, 1996, when the oncologist re-
examined Mrs. Warner thoroughly and declared 
her to be in normal health, with no clinical sign 
of lymphoma.

Ten years after the diagnosis of diffuse large 
B-cell lymphoma at stage III, she is unaffected 
in any way by the previous cancer.  Today 
Margaret Warner uses additional nutritional 

Bio-Communications Research Institute (Dr. 
Riordan, who died while I was just beginning my 
research for this present Special Report), Wichita, 
Kansas.

Please send requests for further clarification 
of the six scientists’ conclusions to Dr. Mark 
Levine, Molecular and Clinical Nutrition Section, 
Building 10, Room 4D52-MSC 1372, National 
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892-1372; 
e-mail: markl@mail.nih.gov.

IV administration of the maximum tolerated 
dose of vitamin C produces blood plasma levels 
25 times what people achieve when they take the 
same dose orally. At high plasma concentrations, 
ascorbic acid is toxic to most cancers, and the 
six orthomolecular doctors illustrate their 
conclusions with three published abstracts of case 
histories describing patients’ successes against 
cancer disabilities.

Case History One:  Bladder Cancer 

Arthur Compton (pseudonym), age 49, 
consulted his urologist because blood was 
steadily showing in his urine (hematuria).  
Cystoscopic examination showed that he 
had a primary bladder tumor with multiple 
satellite tumors extending two to three cm 
around it.  He underwent surgery. Doctors did 
transurethral resection of the primary tumor and 
its surrounding tumor satellites, and fulgurated 
(cauterized) their bases. 

Mr. Compton declined chemotherapy or 
radiotherapy and instead chose to receive 30 g 
of intravenous vitamin C twice weekly for three 
months.  When these infusions ended, he started 
receiving 30 g of the same nutrient once every 
one to two months for four years. At the same 
time, the monthly IV injections were interspersed 
within periods of one to two months with 
frequent ascorbic acid infusions.

In March, 2006, nine years after his diagnosis, 
Mr. Compton remained in good health, with 
no symptoms of recurrence or metastasis.  
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again.  This new cancer was more aggressive and 
caused abdominal distension and constipation.  
By October, 2002, the patient had died, with no 
autopsy being performed.  Local pathologists 
concluded that Laura Sacks had died from small-
cell lung cancer, not from any recurrence of her 
original metastatic renal cell carcinoma.

It would be fair to wonder whether continued 
high-dose IV vitamin C would have kept her 
from being affected by lung cancer, because 
her renal cell carcinoma had disappeared due 
to her vitamin C infusions.  Later, Mrs. Sacks’ 
close relatives revealed to the six orthomolecular 
physicians that she was a longstanding cigarette 
smoker, and smoked even while receiving 
treatment for the kidney cancer.

 More on How Intravenous C Works

Reported in accordance with the Best Case 
Series process of the National Cancer Institute, 
the facts recounted here show that ascorbic acid 
given intravenously as a cancer therapy has the 
potential to cure cancer. 

Patients who consume tightly controlled 
plasma and cell concentrations in the amount 
of 200 to 300 mg per day of vitamin C in five or 
more daily servings of fruits and vegetables show 
fasting steady-state plasma concentrations of 
only about 70-80 mini-mol/L of the vitamin.  In 
contrast, peak plasma concentrations of vitamin 
C obtained intravenously tend to reach 14,000 
mini-mol/L in patients’ blood, which selectively 
kills cancer cells but not normal cells.

The sole cause of the cancer cells’ death 
is extracellular ascorbate, at pharmacologic 
concentrations that patients can achieve only 
intravenously.  IV ascorbic acid generates 
hydrogen peroxide in the blood, which serves as a 
naturally induced pro-drug (a good thing), rather 
than the artificial, toxicological negative effect of 
laboratory-manufactured chemical drugs.4

4 Chen, Q.; Espey, M.G.; Krishna, M.C., et al.  “Pharmacologic 
ascorbic acid concentrations selectively kill cancer cells: Action 
as a pro-drug to deliver hydrogen peroxide to tissues.”  Proceed-
ings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA, 2005.

supplements in the form of beta-carotene, 
bioflavonoids, chondroitin sulfate, coenzyme 
Q-10, dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), 
N-acetylcysteine, a multiple vitamin supplement, 
a botanical supplement, and bismuth tablets.

Case History Three:  Kidney Cancer

At age 51, Laura Sacks (pseudonym) was 
found in August, 1995, to have a malignant 
tumor involving her left kidney.  Nephrectomy 
(kidney removal) in September, 1995, proved she 
had renal cell carcinoma (kidney cancer), 9 cm in 
diameter, with a thrombus (blood clot) extending 
into the renal vein.  Abdominal CAT scans and 
chest x-ray films showed no sign of metastatic 
disease (i.e., it had not spread elsewhere).

By March, 1996, further diagnostic work 
showed that new, small, rounded soft-tissue 
masses pointed to Mrs. Sacks having metastatic 
cancer, and by November, 1996, chest 
radiography revealed the spread of small but 
multiple cannonball-like lesions (tissue damage).  
Her conventional oncologists urged her to receive 
radiation therapy and/or chemotherapy. 

She declined conventional cancer treatment 
and instead chose to receive high concentrations 
of vitamin C intravenously at a dosage of 
65 g (grams) twice per week for 10 months, 
starting in October, 1996. She also used other 
alternative therapies, i.e., thymus protein extract, 
N-acetylcysteine, niacinamide, and whole thyroid 
extract.  Amazingly, in June, 1997, her chest 
radiography showed her to be clear of cancerous 
lesions.  They had vanished, except for one 
abnormality in the left lung field that her doctor 
thought might merely be a pulmonary scar from 
some former trauma.

She had long since stopped her high-dose 
vitamin C infusions when in October, 2001, her 
doctor spotted a new mass 3.5 cm in diameter 
in her anterior right lung via radiography.  A 
biopsy revealed small-cell carcinoma of the 
lung and she started receiving IV vitamin C 
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your blood five minutes later. Twenty minutes 
after that, it’s in all your organs. An hour later, it’s 
in your bones. If administered intravenously, it 
moves even faster. 

But even more intriguing than that, DMSO 
is able to carry other drugs with it as it crosses 
membranes – some better than others. This 
makes it a powerful transport tool for moving 
medicine quickly throughout the body. It’s also 
versatile and can be taken by mouth (orally), by 
application to the skin (topically), by enema, or 
intravenously.

As far as side effects go, it typically produces 
the taste and odor of garlic in the mouth. If taken 
topically, it may result in burning, itching, or dry 
skin.

Overall, DMSO has incredible anti-
inflammatory, analgesic, and antioxidant 
properties.5 Most often, it’s used in laboratories to 
preserve living cells when they’re frozen and as a 
preservative for organ transplants. DMSO is also 
used as a veterinary therapy to decrease swelling 
in horses and dogs.2

How DMSO Confronts Cancer

A 1985 issue of Consumer Reports said, 
“DMSO could be one of the most effective 
anti-cancer agents known, it has the properties 
desired in any cancer drug and has been used 
successfully with chemotherapy.”1

The single greatest claim to cancer relief for 
DMSO is that it can trap free radical hydroxide. 

What if the FDA ignored one of the most 
promising therapies for treating and curing 
cancer because of a personal grudge?

That seems to be the case between the FDA 
and DMSO. It’s pretty alarming.

Despite what you may have heard, DMSO has 
not been discredited as a treatment. Read on to 
find out what the FDA hopes you’ll never know.

How a Wood Industry By-Product 
Turned into a Cancer Cure

DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) has been called 
everything from the magic bullet cure for cancer 
to a dangerous chemical solvent. The truth is it’s a 
little of both.

DMSO is an industrial solvent made from oil, 
coal, and lignin. It’s actually a by-product of the 
paper manufacturing process.1

It was first discovered in 1961 by Stanley Jacob, 
MD, who served as head of the organ transplant 
program at Oregon Health Sciences University. 
Dr. Jacob was the first to realize the remarkable 
penetration properties of DMSO. 

Specifically, DMSO has the extraordinary 
ability to pass through membranes without 
damaging them. Depending on the strength of 
the solution used, the agent can move through 
barriers of different densities. It passes through 
skin at a solution of only 70%. To pass through 
bladder walls, only 15% is needed.6

If you rub it on your skin, it can be found in 

By Lee Euler

DMSO: How it Heals Cancer
and Why It’s Banned in America

Free Gift #8
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Times even featured a front-page article on the 
drug and called it the “most exciting thing in 
medicine,”5 leading to a public frenzy. People were 
eager to try the new miracle drug.

Initially, DMSO was approved for further 
study in view of its promise as a topical remedy 
for the relief of swelling, muscle strains and 
sprains, arthritis, and pain.1 

But at the same time, DMSO was available 
for industrial use, so patients could get a hold of 
it and dose themselves. This early frenzy likely 
caused some injuries or side effects outside the 
control of researchers. Some believe it was the 
main reason the medical community went sour 
on the drug.6

In the 1960s, shortly after Dr. Jacob first 
discovered DMSO, six pharmaceutical companies 
launched clinical studies. They were short-
lived, though, after a woman in Ireland died of 
a supposed allergic reaction. The woman had 
been taking several drugs along with DMSO, 
and though the cause of her death was never 
determined, the media attributed it to DMSO. 
That was enough for the FDA to close down 
clinical trials in the U.S.

Discussion of the drug dwindled until 1980, 
when Dr. Jacob appeared on a 60 Minutes 
segment with Mike Wallace.3 That sparked a 
revival of interest in DMSO and created such a 
large underground market that the FDA took 
alarm and started seizing whatever supplies were 
available. 

Why DMSO Still Isn’t FDA-Approved

The biggest problem is that DMSO is such a 
great transporter, anybody using it runs the risk 
of contaminating their treatment with anything 
that comes into contact with the drug. To apply 
it to the skin, you have to wash your hands well 
and not touch anything prior to rubbing on 
the DMSO. Wearing plastic gloves isn’t even an 
option – the DMSO could potentially pull toxins 
from the gloves and transfer them into your body. 

There’s also evidence it can protect against 
radiation damage1 and slow the growth of cancer 
cells.2

Hydroxyl radicals are the most potent type 
of free radicals, which promote tumor growth. 
Interfering with the work of these radicals may 
be one way DMSO inhibits the development 
of cancer – by protecting against the growth of 
tumor development.

In fact, DMSO has been shown to 
protect noncancerous cells while ferrying 
chemotherapeutic agents to cancerous cells. In 
animal studies it has also demonstrated the ability 
to delay the spread of cancer while prolonging 
survival rates.6

Patients who receive DMSO while going 
through chemotherapy or radiation tend to be 
less prone to common side effects like nausea, 
hair loss, and dry mouth.

In a Chilean study, cancer patients who hadn’t 
responded to conventional treatments were given 
a combo drug of DMSO and Cyclophosphamide, 
a chemotherapy agent. The result was better 
success destroying existing cancer cells with 
fewer of the typical chemo treatment side effects. 
Pain was easier to manage and patients could 
resume normal activities sooner than otherwise.7

When used to treat cancer, DMSO appears to 
be able to convert cells with abnormal growth or 
tissue to benign cells, rather than killing them all. 
This is an impressive difference from the standard 
chemo approach, which kills all cells in its path 
using poisonous chemicals.

When used for treating a serious illness like 
cancer, DMSO is given intravenously.7 Because 
of this, the practitioner has to understand all 
potential toxicity problems and administer the 
treatment with caution in a controlled setting.7

From Miracle Cure to Snake Oil

When it was first discovered, DMSO caused 
quite a stir in medical circles. The New York 
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This “Snake Oil” Is Bound To Be 
Cleared, And Soon

The interesting thing about DMSO is that it 
doesn’t follow the typical “rifle approach” of most 
drugs – that is, the concept that each drug should 
battle only one disease or symptom.

In fact, Dr. Jacob himself describes it as “the 
aspirin of our era.” He points out that if aspirin 
weren’t already wholly accepted as an effective 
drug, most people wouldn’t believe that a tiny 
white pill can do so much – like lower body 
temperature, get rid of headaches, prevent 
strokes, curb heart problems, etc.6

Right now, DMSO is a common treatment 
in other countries. Doctors in Canada, Great 
Britain, Germany, and Japan already prescribe 
it for the relief of pain, inflammation, arthritis, 
scleroderma, and interstitial cystitis.6 The drug is 
also routinely used at alternative cancer clinics 
in Mexico to transport laetrile into the body 
intravenously.4

Mexican clinics that offer DMSO include 
International BioCare Hospital, San Diego Clinic, 
Bio Medical Center, Alpha Medical Clinic, and 
Stella Maris Clinic, and Hughes Bellevue, M.D. 
You’ll find contact information for all of these in 
our Special Report, Adios, Cancer.

These clinics/doctors generally offer DMSO 
in combination with other therapies and after 
examining the patient and deciding what’s 
appropriate. It’s not as if you walk in the door and 
order some DMSO.

As for the United States, DMSO is largely 
unknown – not to mention unavailable – because 
it can’t be patented by the big drug companies.5 

It’s beyond ridiculous that a promising drug like 
this gets brushed off by the FDA just because it 
lacks the potential to make drug companies the 
big bucks.

Well-known researchers today have 
commented about the FDA’s obvious bias 
against the treatment, even though very little 

Too many of these or any other kind of toxins 
could be life-threatening to someone battling 
cancer.1

Then there’s the problem of running effective 
studies on DMSO. Because the patient’s breath 
begins to smell like garlic just minutes after 
the drug enters the body, standard double-
blind, placebo-controlled studies are just about 
impossible. Remember, in these studies neither 
the patient nor doctor is supposed to know 
who has received a drug and who has received 
a placebo. The garlic breath side effect gives it 
away.6

The garlic breath effect causes other 
complications. According to some researchers, 
garlic breath as a side effect makes DMSO too 
hard to market, despite its healing potential, so 
drug companies steer clear from any possible 
research on it. This excuse seems pretty lame 
to me. I suspect that people with cancer or in 
crippling pain would be willing to tolerate a bad 
taste in the mouth for the sake of getting well.

There’s also the usual hang-up found in 
alternative remedies: no company can land 
an exclusive patent. Given that FDA approval 
requires clinical testing that can cost hundreds 
of millions, drug companies don’t welcome the 
risk if they can’t enjoy the exclusive rights. Even 
worse, the wide range of uses for DMSO would 
probably compete with a lot of the drugs already 
on the market.

Now, over forty years after its discovery, 
scientists have conducted hundreds of private 
studies on DMSO and no deaths have occurred, 
as far as my research can show. Still, the FDA 
consistently refuses applications to conduct 
clinical trials, save for one on a bladder disorder 
called interstitial cystitis. For that specific illness 
(and only that illness), the FDA approved DMSO 
as a prescription drug in 1978.6

Since then, DMSO supporters have put 
pressure on the FDA and Congress to further 
evaluate the drug, but bills introducing federal 
studies never make it out of committee.
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is conclusively known about what DMSO can 
and can’t do. Fortunately, we can take mild 
satisfaction in the fact that the FDA recently gave 
the go-ahead for DMSO trials on closed-head 
injuries, the goal being to study the drug’s anti-
inflammatory properties. At the very least, this 
may be a sign of more studies to come.

As the years pass, evidence of the drug’s safety 
and efficacy will probably only continue to grow. 
Several researchers, including Dr. Jacob, think 
the drug will be looked on favorably in the near 
future.5 As a matter of fact, one of my sources says 
there’s more medical literature on the science of 
DMSO than you’ll find on penicillin, aspirin, or 
cortisone. The real problem is getting researchers 
to look past the FDA-created bias and into the 
potential of this intriguing, cancer-fighting 
compound.

http://www.bccancer.bc.ca/HPI/UnconventionalTherapies/DimethylSulfoxideDMSO.htm
http://www.bccancer.bc.ca/HPI/UnconventionalTherapies/DimethylSulfoxideDMSO.htm
http://www.bccancer.bc.ca/HPI/UnconventionalTherapies/DimethylSulfoxideDMSO.htm
http://www.mskcc.org/mskcc/html/69205.cfm
http://www.mskcc.org/mskcc/html/69205.cfm
http://www.healthsalon.org/319/dmso-and-cancer/
http://www.cancercenter.ph/iv_dmso.html
http://www.cancercenter.ph/iv_dmso.html
http://weeksmd.com/?p=3745
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Mistletoe has been used as an herbal remedy 
since ancient times. The Druids and the ancient 
Greeks reportedly used mistletoe. Mistletoe 
appears in legend as a “cure-all.” And today 
mistletoe has become a key part of the standard 
treatment for cancer in Germany.

Interest in mistletoe as a potential treatment 
for cancer began in the 1920s. During that 
decade Dr. Rudolf Steiner, a philosopher and 
scientist who combined practical science with 
spiritual awareness, discovered that mistletoe 
was effective against tumors. Dr. Steiner founded 
the anthroposophical school of medicine, which 
applies the interactions of the soul and spirit 
as well as the body to heal. According to his 
anthroposophic view, looking at one’s whole life 
and its meaning helps one to see an illness in its 
larger perspective.

Dr. Steiner’s influence on German medicine 
has lasted for decades.

Mistletoe grows on various types of trees, 
including apple, oak, maple, elm, pine and 
birch. The chemical composition of commercial 
mistletoe varies, depending on the type of tree on 
which the mistletoe plant grew, the time of year 
the plant was harvested, the species of mistletoe, 
how it was prepared, and the commercial 
producer.

Mistletoe extract is used on all types of

malignant tumors. Mistletoe affects the entire 
body to stimulate the immune defense system. 
Extracts derived from mistletoe have been shown 
to kill cancer cells.

In the early 1970s the non-profit Association 
for Leukemia and Cancer Therapy developed 
mistletoe preparations in order to perfect the 
therapy. Mistletoe is mainly used in Europe and 
Asia. Most American physicians are unfamiliar 
with its effectiveness in cancer therapy.

From 1985 to 2006, more than 3000 studies 
investigated mistletoe therapy to provide 
evidence for the effectiveness of this cancer 
therapy.

Some of mistletoe’s other benefits: 
Pain relief, better sleep, more energy, 

and improved appetite

Over the years numerous components of 
the mistletoe have been examined in great 
detail, especially the mistletoe proteins that are 
responsible for the dose-dependent cytotoxic 
effect in cancer cells. The actual active substance 
of mistletoe is still the whole plant extract.

Clinical trials have provided evidence for the 
effectiveness of mistletoe therapy. The use of 
mistletoe improves the patient’s quality of life: the 
patient quickly experiences an increase in well-
being, sleep, appetite and energy. Mistletoe can 

Free Gift #9

By Vera de Winter
Chief of Munich’s Verimedica Institute

and founder of several cancer clinics in Germany

The Amazing Anti-Cancer Effects 
of Mistletoe Therapy
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also relieve pain caused by the tumor.

All mistletoe preparations are formulated 
from whole extracts of mistletoe branches, leaves 
and berries. Furthermore, summer and winter 
extracts are mixed together in anthroposophic 
preparations. The extract is administered by 
injection, not taken orally. 

Cancer clinics in Germany have treated more 
than 10,000 cancer patients using mistletoe. 
German doctors have been able to supply their 
American patients with mistletoe extract so they 
can continue with the program at home, provided 
they can find a cooperative doctor to administer 
the injections. One resource for finding such a 
doctor is the American College for Advancement 
in Medicine (ACAM), at www.acamnet.org.

http://www.acamnet.org
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Free Gift #10

The Incredible Healing Power of 
Infrared Saunas

When it comes to revitalizing your health, 
reversing illness, and just making you feel great, 
few things compare to an infrared sauna.

Infrared saunas are clinically shown to help fight 
cancer, reduce blood pressure, relieve pain, reverse 
heart disease, promote weight loss, and give you a 
host of other health benefits. 

The deep healing power 
of infrared energy 

Ever get in a car on a sunny day in winter? 
Wonder how it feels so warm inside when the air 
outside is freezing? That’s the infrared light from 
the sun.

In this same way, infrared saunas penetrate 
up to 1-1/2 inches below your skin to detoxify 
and revitalize your cells. This produces a deep, 
detoxifying sweat that eliminates toxins at the 
cellular level. Infrared energy is powerful, yet it’s 
so safe it’s used in hospitals to warm newborn 
infants.

Using infrared saunas to fight cancer 

Over 2,000 years ago, the famous Greek 
physician Parmenides said, “Give me the power 
to create fever, and I will cure any disease.” 
Cancer clinics in Germany and Mexico are 
putting this principle to use. They routinely treat 
patients with hyperthermia, where the body is 

exposed to high temperatures. High temperatures 
can kill cancer cells, usually without damage to 
normal tissues.1  

Most of the German cancer clinics that I’ve 
visited use both infrared hyperthermia and 
infrared saunas for their patients, and so do 
many of the Mexican clinics. Infrared saunas 
provide a form of whole-body hyperthermia that 
boosts your health in many ways. You can even 
enjoy infrared sauna at home, as I’ll explain in a 
moment. 

In an article in the Townsend Letter for Doctors 
and Patients, Lawrence Wilson, MD, writes, “If 
I were to single out one method to combat cancer, 
it is the sauna. It assists removal of chemical 
toxins and heavy metals, increases oxygenation, 
enhances the immune system, and reduces the 
radiation burden in the body.”2

Dr. Wilson notes that infrared sauna therapy 
for cancer offers a combination of healing 
mechanisms. They act simultaneously to support 
the fight against cancer. These include:

Hyperthermia:1.  Heating the body is a well-
known and underused method of killing 
cancer cells, says Dr. Wilson. Cancer cells 
are weaker than normal cells and more 
susceptible to damage from heat. Infrared 
saunas are superior for this purpose, he says.

1    van der Zee J. Heating the patient: A promising approach? 
Annals of Oncology 2002; 13:1173–1184.

2    Wilson, L. Saunas and Cancer, Townsend Letter for Doctors 
and Patients, June 2004

A Fun, Relaxing Way to Fight Cancer at Home

By Lee Euler
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long-term studies of a noninvasive treatment of 
breast cancer.4

The healing power of  
“cellular cleansing”

Most of us don’t sweat enough regularly. We 
live in air conditioned homes, cars, and offices. 
We use antiperspirants and most of us don’t 
exercise enough. But your body was designed 
to sweat. And sweat is a key way to cleanse your 
body.

The infrared sauna is a powerful means of 
cellular cleansing. It increases your metabolism 
and boosts blood circulation. It also relaxes your 
muscles, soothes your spirit and rejuvenates your 
entire body.

The deep penetration of infrared heat 
releases toxins from the fat layers just beneath 
the skin. It also helps your body eliminate 
toxins from your internal organs. These toxins 
pass from the organs to the fat tissue under the 
skin. Then they are eliminated in perspiration.

To see how this works, researchers analyzed 
the sweat from both traditional and infrared 
saunas. Sweat from traditional saunas was 
about 97% water and 3% toxins. Infrared saunas 
produced a sweat that was only 80 – 85% water. 
The remaining 15–20% was made up of heavy 
metals, sulfuric acid, sodium, ammonia, uric acid 
and fat-soluble toxins.5

The secret to effortless detox

If you’re a regular reader of my newsletter, 
Cancer Defeated (www.cancerdefeatednewsletter.
com), you’re well aware of the toxins we’re all 

4     Udagawa Y, Nagasawa H, Kiyokawa S, Inhibition by Whole-
Body Hyperthermia (WBH) with Far-infrared rays of the 
Growth of Spontaneous Mammary Tumours in mice. Anticancer 
Res. 1999 Sep-Oct;19(5B):4125-30

5     Dr. A. J. Adams, International Institute of Holistic Healing: 
What is Far Infrared Therapy and How Does it Work Toward 
Healing the Body? (http://www.doctorajadams.com/Sau-
naDomeInfrared.html)

Eliminate Toxins:2.  Saunas also help purge 
the body of toxins, such as heavy metals and 
chemicals. 

Improving circulation.3.  Cancer often grows 
in tissues with poor circulation and thus 
poor nutrition and oxygenation. Infrared 
saunas boost overall circulation. This brings 
nutrients, hormones, oxygen and other 
substances to all body tissues.

Decongesting the internal organs.4.  The liver, 
kidneys and other internal organs can become 
burdened with estrogen, chemicals, and toxic 
metals. Infrared saunas cause blood to move 
toward the body surface. This helps cleanse 
the internal organs.

Care for Your Body’s Largest Organ:5.  Your 
skin is a major organ for eliminating body 
wastes. But in most people, it’s inactive 
because they don’t sweat enough. Infrared 
saunas help cleanse you from the inside. They 
encourage sweating and free up toxins stored 
beneath the skin.

Infrared treatment shrinks tumor 
volumes 86% in 30 days

In a clinical study published in the Journal of 
Cancer Science and Therapy, scientists studied far 
infrared’s effects on human cancer cells in vitro 
and on cancer cells in mice. Far infrared therapy 
reduced tumor volumes 86% in 30 days. The 
tumor-suppressing effects were even seen without 
high temperatures, even as low as 77 degrees 
Fahrenheit.3  

In another study, researchers in Japan 
discovered that whole-body hyperthermia with 
far infrared inhibited the growth of breast cancer 
tumors in mice without deleterious side effects. 
Researchers believe this therapy is promising for 

3    Tatsuo I, Ishibashi, J. et al Non-Thermal Effects of Far-
Infrared Ray (FIR) on Human Hepatocellular Carcinoma 
Cells HepG2 and their Tumors, J Cancer Sci Ther Volume 
1(2) : 078-082 (2009) – 078 http://www.omicsonline.org/
ArchiveJCST/2009/December/01/JCST1.78.pdf

http://www.cancerdefeatednewsletter.com/
http://www.cancerdefeatednewsletter.com/
http://www.doctorajadams.com/SaunaDomeInfrared.html
http://www.doctorajadams.com/SaunaDomeInfrared.html
http://www.omicsonline.org/ArchiveJCST/2009/December/01/JCST1.78.pdf
http://www.omicsonline.org/ArchiveJCST/2009/December/01/JCST1.78.pdf
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profound.6

Burn 600 calories while sitting still! 

Another study showed that 30-minute sessions 
in an infrared sauna can burn upwards of 600 
calories. During a sauna weight loss session, your 
core temperature increases and the body works 
hard to cool itself. While using an infrared sauna, 
there is a substantial increase in blood flow, heart 
rate, cardiac output, and metabolic rate, causing 
the body to burn more calories.7

Regular use of an infrared sauna may be an 
effective means of cardiovascular conditioning 
and burning of calories, akin to regular exercise. 
Using an infrared sauna is like giving yourself a 
passive cardio workout – whenever you need it!

In just 30 minutes in an infrared sauna, you 
can burn as many calories and perspire as much 
as you would if you ran 6 miles. Yet you can 
spend the time relaxing, reading, meditating, 
listening to music, or watching a DVD.

As someone who always means to exercise and 
seldom gets around to it, I appreciate an easy way 
to get some of the benefits.

Drug-free pain relief

Infrared rays also help you naturally reduce 
pain and inflammation. Infrared sauna heat 
works by penetrating joints, muscles and tissues. 
It increases circulation, and boosts oxygen flow 
to the tissues. By reducing soreness on nerve 
endings, infrared heat reduces muscle spasms 
and helps the body heal itself naturally.

6     Dr. Richard Beever BSc, MD, CCFP. Do Far-Infrared Saunas 
have Measurable Health Benefits? A Sequential Longitudinal 
Interrupted Time Series Design Study. 2009. Dr. Richard Beever 
BSc, MD, CCFP. Do Far-Infrared Saunas have Cardiovascular 
Benefits in People with Type 2 Diabetes? Canadian Journal of 
Diabetes 2010; 34 (2) :113 - 118.

7     Dr. Masakazu Imamura, MD, et al. Repeated Thermal 
Therapy Improves Impaired Vascular Endothelial Function in 
Patients With Coronary Risk Factors. Vol. 38, No. 4, 2001. Jour-
nal of American College of Cardiology: pp 1083-1088.

exposed to in modern life. You also know well 
that many of these toxins in our food, water and 
air are believed to be a major cause of increased 
cancer rates. If you want to prevent or reverse 
cancer, you not only need to reduce your intake 
of toxins, you also need a regular program to get 
these poisons out of your body.

Infrared heat is incredibly powerful because it 
helps you cleanse at the cellular level and release 
toxins stored in your fat cells. Infrared saunas are 
also powerful because they’re such a simple, easy 
way to detox compared to fasting, exercise, colon 
cleansing, and other detox therapies.

Automatic weight loss 

It is no secret that maintaining a healthy 
weight is important for overall quality of life. 
In fact, a 10-year study published by The New 
England Journal of Medicine found that waist 
circumference by itself is a critical factor in 
assessing the risk of premature death. In other 
words, if you can maintain a healthy weight, you 
increase your likelihood of a longer, healthier life. 

Did you know that you now have basically 
the same number of fat cells as you did when 
you were born? Fat cells develop during the third 
trimester of pregnancy and you keep the same 
number your whole life. So how do you gain 
weight? Your fat cells store fat like a sponge that 
soaks up water. Infrared saunas help release fat 
(and the toxins stored in the fat) like squeezing 
water out of a sponge. 

Infrared saunas have been clinically shown 
to dramatically aid in weight loss. A 2009 
study showed that infrared saunas provide 
significant results in lowering weight and waist 
circumference in just 3 months. And for those 
who are sedentary due to medical conditions 
such as osteoarthritis, cardiovascular or 
respiratory problems, results were even more 
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sessions just three times per week.

The study concluded that infrared sauna 
therapy dilated blood vessels and reduced the 
thickness of their inner lining. This increased 
circulation and promoted healthy blood 
pressure.10

What’s more, a Japanese study published 
in the October 2008 issue of The Journal of 
Cardiology examined the clinical effectiveness 
and safety of infrared blood pressure therapy, 
as compared to standard therapies for patients 
with chronic heart failure. The report concluded 
that far-infrared sauna therapy is both safe and 
effective at improving clinical symptoms and 
cardiac function in chronic heart failure patients. 
Repeated infrared sauna treatments improved 
impaired blood vessel functions in patients 
with high blood pressure, diabetes and high 
cholesterol. This suggests a preventive role for 
infrared sauna use for arteriosclerosis.11

Reverse heart disease

A study published in the Journal of the 
American College of Cardiology showed that 
infrared saunas help improve the function of 
impaired vascular endothelial cells in patients 
who are at risk for coronary artery disease. The 
infrared heat of the sauna opens capillaries to 
improve blood flow. 15 minutes in an infrared 
sauna each day for 14 days improved the function 
of the endothelial cells lining the arteries by 
40%.12

Research also shows that infrared saunas help:

10    Becky Edwards, M.D., Heather Kort D.O, Faculty Staff 
Advisor: Dr. John Foxworth, PharmD. A Study of the Health 
Benefits of Far Infrared Sauna Therapy - Conducted by the Uni-
versity of Missouri, Kansas City, 2005. 

11     Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), 
August 1981.

12    Imamura, M, et al. Repeated thermal therapy improves 
impaired vascular endothelial function in patients with coronary 
risk factors. Journal of the American College of Cardiology. 2001, 
38 (4): 1983-88. 

Infrared saunas are proven relief for sports 
injuries, chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, 
joint pain/stiffness and other chronic pain 
conditions. 

According to Dr. Jeffrey Spencer, a sports 
medicine expert from the University of Southern 
California and consultant to Lance Armstrong, 
“infrared wavelengths penetrate the body to 
create heat, which creates profound therapeutic 
benefits. They increase blood flow to the muscles, 
delivering more concentrated oxygen, which 
creates more energy to heal.” 

Significant Reduction in Chronic Pain:•	  
A study reported in Clinical Rheumatology 
showed that infrared saunas gave significant 
relief for patients with chronic pain (such 
as rheumatoid arthritis or ankylosing 
spondylitis). Four weeks of 30-minute, twice-
weekly sessions in an infrared sauna resulted 
in a 40 percent improvement in pain and 
stiffness (for rheumatoid arthritis) and 60 
percent (for ankylosing spondylitis).8

70% Less Pain AFTER JUST ONE •	
SESSION! A recent study published in 
Internal Medicine, showed that patients 
with chronic pain saw their pain levels 
drop by nearly 70% after their first session 
of infrared sauna therapy. Pain scores 
remained low throughout the observation 
period.9

Reduce blood pressure 
WITHOUT drugs

Infrared saunas have been clinically shown 
to provide one of the best, natural ways to lower 
blood pressure. In a 2005 clinical study by the 
University of Missouri Kansas City, infrared 
saunas were shown to lower blood pressure 
through a program of 30-minute infrared sauna 

8     Clinical Rheumatology, January 2009.

9     Internal Medicine (Tokyo) Aug 15, 2008 by Matsushita K, 
Masuda A, Tei C. The First Department of Internal Medicine, 
Kagoshima University Hospital, Kagoshima, Japan.
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MRSA pathogens without causing increased 
inflammation.16

Give You Healthier, Younger-Looking Skin•	 : 
A study published in The Journal of Cosmetic 
and Laser Therapy showed significant 
improvements in skin appearance after 
just 12 weeks of sauna skin therapy using 
near-infrared technology. Participants saw 
a reduction in wrinkles and crow’s feet, as 
well as improved overall skin tone, including 
softness, smoothness, elasticity, clarity and 
firmness.17

The health-boosting power of light

Most infrared saunas on the market produce 
only far infrared. However, a new development 
in the field is full-spectrum infrared. These are 
saunas that provide all of the benefits associated 
with far-, mid- and near-infrared rays. For 
instance, near-infrared energy stimulates the 
body’s natural healing powers. Scientists call 
this photobiomodulation. In cancer patients, 
near-infrared is used for healing chemotherapy-
induced ulcers and wound healing.18 Other 
research shows that it may be an effective 
treatment for herpes.19

16     Photochemistry and Photobiology, August 2009.

17     B.A. Russell, N. Kellett & L.R. Reilly. Study to Determine 
the Efficacy of Combination LED Light Therapy (633nm and 
830 nm) in Facial Skin Rejuvenation. Journal of Cosmetic and 
Laser Therapy, 2005; 7: pp 196-200.

18     http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared#cite_note-24#cite_
note-24 

19     Hargate G. A randomised double-blind study comparing 
the effect of 1072-nm light against placebo for the treatment 
of herpes labialis. Clin Exp Dermatol. 2006 Sep;31(5):638-41.
PMID 16780494

Relieve arrhythmias:•	  A clinical study 
explored the therapeutic use of infrared 
saunas for patients in the end-stage of 
congestive heart failure. It showed that saunas 
helped relieve arrhythmias (an irregularity in 
the force or rhythm of the heartbeat).13

Improve congestive heart failure: •	 In the 
Journal of Cardiac Failure, researchers 
reported statistical improvements in blood 
pressure, strength of heart (ejection fraction 
on echocardiogram), and exercise tolerance 
in patients treated with saunas. Saunas 
also helped reduce the number of hospital 
admissions for this condition.14

Other important health benefits

It’s hard to think of an aspect of health and 
wellness that infrared saunas don’t benefit. But 
other clinical studies show that infrared saunas 
can help you: 

Relieve Depression: •	 A study published in 
Psychosomatic Medicine looked at a group 
of 28 mildly depressed patients. Half of the 
patients utilized an infrared sauna once a day 
for 4 weeks and the other half had just bed 
rest for 4 weeks. The sauna group showed a 
significant improvement compared to the 
control group.15 

Boost Your Immunity:•	  Infrared saunas 
are clinically shown to help patients with 
weak immune systems, such as methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 
infections. MRSA is a potentially deadly 
bacterial infection that is resistant to most 
antibiotics. Infrared therapy knocked out the 

13     Kihara T, Biro S, Ikeda Y, et al. Effects of repeated sauna 
treatment on ventricular arrhythmias in patients with chronic 
heart failure. Circ J. 2004;68(12):1146-1151.

14     Miyamoto, H. et al. Safety and efficacy in repeated sauna 
bathing in patients with chronic systolic heart failure: a prelimi-
nary report. Journal of Cardiac Failure. 2005; 11(6): 432-6.

15     Masuda A, et al. “Repeated thermal therapy diminishes 
appetite loss and subjective complaints in mildly depressed 
patients.” Psychosomatic Medicine. 2005 67 (4): 643-47.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared#cite_note-24#cite_note-24
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multiple sessions each day.21

You can try an infrared sauna at a local 
health club, spa, or massage therapist. A 
typical fee is $30-$45 per 30-minute session. 
I also recommend purchasing one yourself. 
An excellent, cutting-edge manufacturer is 
Sunlighten, offering clinically backed full-
spectrum infrared saunas. Sunlighten has agreed 
to give our readers a special discount if you call 
1-877-292-0020 and mention that you heard 
about them in Cancer Defeated. Or simply visit 
their website. Another reputable (albeit more 
expensive) brand is TheraSauna. Infrared saunas, 
with their myriad health benefits, are definitely 
an at-home therapy option worth checking out. 

21     Wilson, L, Manual of Sauna Therapy, Sauna Therapy, LD 
Wilson Consultants, Inc., Prescott, AZ 2003.

Boost your cellular energy for 
supercharged healing 

Infrared Wavelength Benefit

Near Infrared

Cell health/immunity
Wound healing
Skin purification
Pain relief

Mid Infrared
Pain relief
Improved circulation
Weight loss

Far Infrared

Weight loss
Detoxification
Blood pressure reduction
Relaxation

Near-infrared energy boosts your cells’ ability 
to create energy. This can help stimulate your 
immune system and your overall healing. It 
helps your liver, kidneys, intestines, lungs, skin, 
and other detox organs to neutralize toxins and 
work at peak efficiency. To create energy, the 
mitochondria (the power-generating centers 
inside every cell) depend on an enzyme called 
Cytochrome c oxidase. Studies show that infrared 
therapy recharges mitochondria. It boosts their 
levels of oxygen and cytochrome c oxidase. This 
can help you maintain a cellular energy level 
that’s usually only seen in young people.20 

How to use infrared saunas

If you’re already in good health, a 30-minute 
sauna session three or more times a week will 
do. Or if you’re trying to heal a specific health 
condition, some doctors prescribe daily or even 

20     Whelan, et al. Photobiomodulation Directly Benefits 
Primary Neurons Functionally Inactivated by Toxins: Role of 
Cytochrome C Oxidase. JBC Papers in Press. Published on No-
vember 22, 2004 as Manuscript M409650200. Copyright 2004 by 
The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 
Inc.
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